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Question Presented
Section 2252(b)(2) of title 18, U.S.C., requires a district court to impose
a prison term of at least ten years on a defendant convicted of possessing
child pornography if he "has a prior conviction ... under the laws of any State
relating to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct
involving a minor or ward."
The question presented is whether § 2252(b)(2)'s mandatory minimum
sentence is triggered by a prior conviction under a state law relating to
"aggravated sexual abuse" or "sexual abuse," even though the conviction did
not "involv[e] a minor or ward," an issue that divides the federal courts of
appeals.
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Petition for a Writ of Certiorari
Petitioner Avondale Lockhart respectfully petitions for a writ of
certiorari to review the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit.
Opinions Below
The Second Circuit's opinion is reported at 749 F.3d 148 and appears
at Appendix ("App.") 1-19. The Second Circuit's order denying panel
rehearing and rehearing en bane appears at App. 20. The transcript of
petitioner's sentencing proceeding in the Eastern District of New York
appears at App. 21-32. The judgment of conviction appears at App. 33-42.
Jurisdiction
The district court had jurisdiction under 18 U.S.C. § 3231 and entered
judgment on February 13, 2013. The Second Circuit had jurisdiction under 18
U.S.C. ~ 3742 and 28 U.S.C. § 1291, entered judgment on May 15, 2014, and
denied a timely petition for rehearing and rehearing en bane on October 16,
2014. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).
Relevant Statutory Provisions
Section 2251 of title 18, U.S.C., provides, in relevant part:
Any individual who violates, or attempts or conspires to violate,
this section shall be fined under this title and imprisoned not
less than 15 years nor more than 30 years, but if such person
has one prior conviction under this chapter, section 1591,
chapter 71, chapter 109A, or chapter 117, or under section 920 of
title 10 (article 120 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice), or
under the laws of any State relating to aggravated sexual abuse,
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sexual abuse, abusive sexual contact involving a minor or ward,
or sex trafficking of children, or the production, possession,
receipt, mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or transportation
of child pornography, such person shall be fined under this title
and imprisoned for not less than 25 years nor more than 50
years.
18 U.S.C. § 2251(e).

Section 2252(b)(1) of title 18, U.S.C., provides:
Whoever violates, or attempts or conspires to violate, paragraph
(1), (2), or (3) of subsection (a) shall be fined under this title and
imprisoned not less than 5 years and not more than 20 years,
but if such person has a prior conviction under this chapter,
section 1591, chapter 71, chapter 109A, chapter 117, or under
section 920 of title 10 (article 120 of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice), or under the laws of any State relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual
conduct involving a minor or ward, or the production,
possession, receipt, mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or
transportation of child pornography, or sex trafficking of
children, such person shall be fined under this title and
imprisoned for not less than 15 years nor more than 40 years.
18 U.S.C. § 2252(b)(1).

Section 2252(b)(2) of title 18, U.S.C., provides, in relevant part:
Whoever violates, or attempts or conspires to violate, paragraph (4)
of subsection (a) shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not
more than 10 years, or both, but ... if such person has a prior
conviction under this chapter, chapter 71, chapter 109A, or chapter
117, or under section 920 of title 10 (article 120 of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice), or under the laws of any State relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct
involving a minor or ward, or the production, possession, receipt,
mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or transportation of child
pornography, such person shall be fined under this title and
imprisoned for not less than 10 years nor more than 20 years.
18 U.S.C. § 2252(b)(2).

Section 2252(A)(b)(1) of title 18, U.S.C., provides:
Whoever violates, or attempts or conspires to violate, paragraph
(1), (2), (3), (4), or (6) of subsection (a) shall be fined under this
title and imprisoned not less than 5 years and not more than 20
years, but, if such person has a prior conviction under this
chapter, section 1591, chapter 71, chapter 109A, chapter 117, or
under section 920 of title 10 (article 120 of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice), or under the laws of any State relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual
conduct involving a minor or ward, or the production,
possession, receipt, mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or
transportation of child pornography, or sex trafficking of
children, such person shall be fined under this title and
imprisoned for not less than 15 years nor more than 40 years.
18 U.S.C. § 2252A(b)(1).
Section 2252A(b)(2) of title 18, U.S.C., provides, in relevant part:
Whoever violates, or attempts or conspires to violate, subsection
(a)(5) shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than
10 years, or both, but ... if such person has a prior conviction
under this chapter, chapter 71, chapter 109A, or chapter 117, or
under section 920 of tale 10 (article 120 of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice), or under the laws of any State relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual
conduct involving a minor or ward, or the production,
possession, receipt, mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or
transportation of child pornography, such person shall be fined
under this title and imprisoned for not less than 10 years nor
more than 20 years.
18 U.S.C. § 2252A(b)(2).
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Statement of the Case
This case presents an ideal opportunity for the Court to resolve an
acknowledged circuit conflict over an important and recurring question of
statutory interpretation. Petitioner pleaded guilty in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of New York to possessing child
pornography, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2252(a)(4)(B). That offense ordinarily
carries no minimum prison sentence and aten-year maximum term. But
Section 2252(b)(2) requires a prison term of at least ten years (and increases
the maximum prison sentence from ten to twenty years) if the defendant "has
a prior conviction ... under the laws of any State relating to aggravated
sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct involving a minor or
ward."
Petitioner had a prior New York State conviction for sexual abuse
involving his adult girlfriend but not "involving a minor or ward."
Nevertheless, the district court concluded that § 2252(b)(2)'s enhanced
penalties applied and sentenced petitioner to the ten-year mandatory
minimum term.
The Second Circuit affirmed, joining the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and
Ninth Circuits in holding that the phrase "involving a minor or ward"
modifies only the immediately preceding phrase "abusive sexual conduct."
Consequently, under this interpretation, aprior state conviction "relating to
aggravated sexual abuse or sexual abuse" that involves an adult victim, such
0

as petitioner's prior conviction, is a § 2252(b)(2) predicate. The Second Circuit
acknowledged the Eighth Circuit's contrary view that any prior state sexabuse conviction must involve a minor to trigger § 2252(b)(2)'s heightened
sentencing range. The majority position disregards the statute's plain text
and Congress's manifest intent to limit qualifying state predicates to crimes
against children. This conflict, on an important question of statutory
interpretation with significant consequences for criminal defendants and the
uniform administration of federal criminal law, warrants this Court's review.
1.

In 2010, aware that petitioner had once sent funds to a money

courier for a company that distributed child pornography, federal law
enforcement agents targeted petitioner in a sting. Officials mailed a letter to
petitioner's home inviting him to purchase child pornography through a
government-run website or mail-order catalogue. Petitioner ordered six DVDs
described as depicting sexually explicit content involving children, paying
with a $125 money order. The agents obtained a warrant to search
petitioner's home. When petitioner accepted delivery from an undercover
agent of a package said to contain the videos, other agents executed the
warrant. They recovered nine videos and 15,000 images containing child
pornography from the hard drive of petitioner's laptop computer.
Petitioner was 46 years old at the time of his arrest. He was born in
Dominica and has lived in the U.S. Virgin Islands and the U.S. as a lawful
permanent resident since he was seven. He lived principally in the New York
5

City area and worked as an aerobics instructor and bus driver until kidney
disease, caused by years of heavy drinking, left him disabled. Petitioner also
suffers from diabetes and deep-vein thrombosis. In 2007, petitioner
underwent a kidney transplant and was homebound during his
convalescence. Although he had maintained several long-term romantic
relationships with women in the past, petitioner's illness kept him from
engaging in sexual activity. While recuperating at home, petitioner bought a
computer, his first, and grew addicted to readily available Internet
pornography. Initially, petitioner viewed only adult pornography, but started
responding to pop-up advertisements for child pornography and began
viewing that material as well. Nonetheless, petitioner has never had sexual
contact with a child. And a psychiatric evaluation prepared in connection
with his sentencing concluded that petitioner was "not a pedophile, ... nor
does he have any other paraphilia or hypersexual disorder."
2.

Petitioner pleaded guilty in the Eastern District of New York to

possession of child pornography, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2252(a)(4)(B).
That offense ordinarily carries a statutory range of imprisonment of zero to
ten years, but aten-year mandatory minimum and atwenty-year maximum
apply if a defendant "has a prior conviction ... under the laws of any State

[~

relating to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct
involving a minor or ward." 18 U.S.C. § 2252(b)(2).1
Petitioner's Presentence Report ("PSR") calculated an advisory U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines range of 78-97 months. But the PSR also concluded
that petitioner's prior New York State conviction for sexual abuse subjected
him to § 2252(b)(2)'s ten-year mandatory minimum and thus recommended a
120-month sentence. In 2000, petitioner had pleaded guilty to sexual abuse in
the first degree, in violation of N.Y. Penal Law § 130.65(1), which provides:
"A person is guilty of sexual abuse in the first degree when he or she subjects
another person to sexual contact ... [b]y forcible compulsion." An arrest
report in that case reflects that petitioner pinned down the victim, his 53year-old girlfriend, held her wrists, ripped off her underpants, and attempted
to penetrate her vagina with his penis. Petitioner was sentenced to five years'
probation.
At his federal sentencing, petitioner objected to the application of the
ten-year mandatory minimum, arguing that his prior conviction was not a

1 In full, § 2252(b)(2)'s enhanced sentencing range applies if a defendant "has a prior
conviction under this chapter, chapter 71, chapter 109A, or chapter 117, or under
section 920 of title 10 (article 120 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice), or under
the laws of any State relating to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive
sexual conduct involving a minor or ward, or the production, possession, receipt,
mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or transportation of child pornography."
Materially identical language appears in 18 U.S.C. §§ 2251(e)(penalties for
production of child pornography), 2252(b)(1)(receipt and distribution of child
pornography), 2252A(b)(1)(receipt and distribution of child pornography), and
2252A(b)(2)(possession of child pornography).
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qualifying predicate because it did not "involv[e) a minor or ward." The
district court (Hon. Sterling Johnson, Jr.) disagreed, ruling that "the plain
reading of the statute negates that particular position" because petitioner's
conduct "fits within that part of the statute that speaks of a state conviction
for aggravated sexual abuse." App. 23. The court sentenced petitioner to the
ten-year mandatory minimum,finding that term "sufficient, after considering
the factors in [§] 3553(a)." App. 28.
3.

The Second Circuit (Katzmann, C.J., joined by Straub and

Lohier, JJ.) affirmed. App. 1-19. The court held that the phrase "involving a
minor or ward" modifies only "abusive sexual conduct," such that a state
conviction "relating to aggravated sexual abuse or sexual abuse" is a
§ 2252(b)(2) predicate even if it involves an adult victim only.
The Second Circuit began by considering "which rule of statutory
construction should inform our understanding of the phrase `relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct involving a
minor': the last antecedent rule or the series qualifier canon." App. 7.
Respondent urged application of the last antecedent rule, according to which
"a limiting clause or phrase should ordinarily be read as modifying only the
noun or phrase that it immediately follows." App. 7(citations omitted). Under
that rule, "involving a minor or ward" would modify only the immediately
preceding antecedent,"abusive sexual conduct." Petitioner, in contrast, urged
application of the series qualifier canon, which "provides that a modifier at

the beginning or end of a series of terms modifies all the terms." App. 8
(citation omitted). The series qualifier canon applies where "the modifying
clause appears at the end of a single, integrated list, ... undeniably applies to
one antecedent, and makes sense with all." App. S (citations and alterations
omitted). Under that rule, "involving a minor or ward" would modify all three
categories of state offenses: "aggravated sexual abuse,""sexual abuse," and
"abusive sexual conduct."
Based on "the language and structure of this statutory phrase alone,"
the Second Circuit was "not fully persuaded that either canon applies
unambiguously." App. 9. Cutting against petitioner's view, for example, was
the fact that the list of predicate state-law offenses "itself falls in the middle
of a longer list of qualifying predicate crimes; that is, the modifier does not
end the list in its entirety." App. 9. Similarly, the court of appeals rejected
petitioner's position that the three types of state sex offenses formed a
"continuum of conduct," each element of which should be modified by
"involving a minor or ward." App. 10. On that reading, the court observed,
"`abusive sexual conduct involving a minor'seemingly would encompass
anything that constitutes `sexual abuse involving a minor,"' offending the rule
against surplusage. App. 10-11. But the Second Circuit also rejected
Respondent's argument that the absence of a comma between "abusive sexual
conduct" and "involving a minor or ward" proved that "involving a minor or
ward" was meant to be read only with "abusive sexual conduct." App. 11.

Although a comma separating a modifying phrase from a list often indicates
the drafter's intent that the phrase modify all elements of the list, not just
the last antecedent, that rule is not "hard and fast," and a comma was
"grammatically unnecessary." App. 11-12.
Finding neither canon dispositive, the Second Circuit turned to "the
remainder of § 2252(b)(2) and ... its overall scheme." App. 13. Section
2252(b)(2) also lists as predicates prior convictions under "this chapter,
chapter 71, chapter 109A, or chapter 117, or under section 920 of Title 10
(article 120 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice)." App. 13. Those statutes
"prohibit sexual conduct, including conduct that may have both minor and
adult victims." App. 13. The court of appeals deemed it "important" that
"§ 2252(b)(2) does not specify that a conviction under a federal statute must
involve a minor; a violation of any of these statutory provisions constitutes a
predicate offense .., regardless of the age of the victim." App. 14. The Second
Circuit embraced the reasoning of other courts of appeals that "`it would be
unreasonable to conclude that Congress intended to impose the enhancement
on defendants convicted under federal law, but not on defendants convicted
for the same conduct under state law."' App. 14(quoting United States v.

Spence, 661 F.3d 194, 197 (4th Cir. 2011), and citing similar analyses from
the Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits). On the strength of that argument,
the Second Circuit concluded that "`involving a minor or ward' modifies only
prior state convictions for `abusive sexual conduct,' not those for `sexual
10

abuse' or `aggravated sexual abuse,' each of which would constitute a
predicate federal offense if committed against an adult or a child." App. 15.
The court of appeals acknowledged that the Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth
Circuits had reached "the opposite conclusion, namely that the phrase
`involving a minor or ward' modifies all three categories of state sexual abuse
crimes." App. 15.2 But, the Second Circuit said, the Eighth and Tenth
Circuits had "drawn this conclusion without elaborating on their reasoning.
Indeed, these circuits appear merely to have assumed that a prior state-law
sexual abuse conviction requires a minor victim for purposes of the
enhancement, an assumption that made little difference in those cases since
the predicate violations at issue involved minor victims." App. 15-16 (citing
United States v. Hunter, 505 F.3d 829, 831 (8th Cir. 2007); United States u.
McCutchen, 419 F.3d 1122, 1125 (10th Cir. 2005)).
Finally, the Second Circuit rejected petitioner's argument that
Congress had limited state-law predicate offenses in this and related
sentencing-enhancement provisions to offenses involving minors, such that
the same limitation was applicable to "aggravated sexual abuse" and "sexual
abuse." See 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(b)(2)(state offenses involving "child

z The en banc Sixth Circuit later held that "involving a minor or ward" modifies only
"abusive sexual conduct." United States v. Mateen, 764 F.3d 627, 628-29 (6th Cir.
2014)(en bane). Also, as discussed below, see infra pp. 22-23, the Tenth Circuit has
suggested that the question "whether the sexual abuse of adults would qualify as a
predicate offense under § 2252(b)" remains open in that court. United States u.
Becher, 625 F.3d 1309, 1312 n.3(10th Cir. 2010).
11

pornography"), 2251(e)(state offenses relating to "sex trafficking of
children"). The court of appeals allowed that there was "some logic to this
position," but found it no more reasonable than "the assumption that
Congress would intend for courts to treat prior sexual abuse convictions
similarly, regardless of whether the conviction was under federal or state
law." App. 17. That view was reinforced, the Second Circuit thought, by
comparing the three categories of state-law predicates to their federal
analogues: 18 U.S.C. §§ 2241 (aggravated sexual abuse), 2242(sexual abuse),
and 2243(sexual abuse of a minor). Aggravated sexual abuse and sexual
abuse apply to adults and minors; only sexual abuse of a minor requires a
minor victim, suggesting that "Congress intended to impart a similar
structure to state-law predicate offenses" under § 2252(b)(2). App. 18.
The Second Circuit denied panel rehearing and rehearing en Banc.
~~
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Reasons for Granting the Petition
The Court should grant certiorari to resolve the acknowledged conflict
over the important and recurring question of federal statutory interpretation
at the heart of this case. In the decision below, the Second Circuit recognized
that it was deepening an existing split over whether a prior state conviction
involving an adult victim serves to enhance a defendant's minimum and
maximum sentences under § 2252(b)(2) and analogous provisions. The
Second Circuit's affirmative answer, while consistent with decisions of the
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Ninth Circuits, conflicts with the Eighth Circuit's
rule that only convictions involving minors qualify. The Tenth Circuit has
indicated that the question is unresolved but suggested unease with the
majority position.
This pure question of statutory interpretation warrants this Court's
review. The question is of substantial practical importance, as the answer
has significant consequences for many criminal defendants and affects the
uniform administration of federal criminal law. This case offers an ideal
vehicle because the question is preserved, the answer will have a substantial
effect on petitioner's sentence, and the parties do not dispute the
circumstances of petitioner's prior conviction, which involved a victim who
was, and was known to be, an adult. On the merits, the Second Circuit's
position is wrong because it disregards the statute's plain text and Congress's

13

manifest intent to limit qualifying state predicates to crimes against
children. The petition should be granted.
A. The decision below deepens a circuit conflict over whether
a prior state conviction involving an adult enhances a defendant's
sentencing range under § 2252(b)(2) and materially identical
penalty provisions.
The Second Circuit's decision exacerbates a conflict among the courts of
appeals over whether a prior state conviction involving an adult serves to
enhance a defendant's mandatory minimum and maximum sentence under
§ 2252(b)(2) and materially identical provisions.3 Several courts have
acknowledged the conflict. See, e.g., App. 15 (op. below); United States v.
Mateen, 764 F.3d 627, 632(6th Cir. 2014)(en banc). This Court's review is
warranted to resolve the split.
1. The majority position: Five circuits—the Second, Fourth, Fifth,
Sixth, and Ninth—have held that the phrase "involving a minor or ward"
modifies only "abusive sexual conduct," such that a prior conviction involving
an adult is a predicate offense if it "relat[es] to" "aggravated sexual abuse" or
"sexual abuse." App. 19(2d Cir.); United States v. Spence, 661 F.3d 194, 197
(4th Cir. 2011)("[W]e conclude that `aggravated sexual abuse,' `sexual abuse,'
and `abusive sexual conduct involving a minor' are three distinct categories of

The operative statutory language appears not only in § 2252(b)(2), but also in
§§ 2251(e)(increasing sentencing range for production of child pornography from
15-30 years to 25-50 years); 2251(b(1)(increasing range for transporting, receiving,
or distributing child pornography from 5-20 years to 15-40 years); 2252A(b)(1)
(same as § 2252(b)(1)); and 2252A(b)(2)(same as § 2252(b)(2)).
3
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predicate state law offenses set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 2252A(b)(2)."); United

States v. Hubbard, 480 F.3d 341, 350 (5th Cir. 2007)("[Section] 2252A(b)(1)
does not require aggravated sexual abuse or sexual abuse of a minor. Read in
context, the phrase `involving a minor' modifies only `abusive conduct."');

United States v. Mateen, 764 F.3d 627, 628-29 (6th Cir. 2014)(en bane)
("[T]he phrase `involving a minor or ward' ... modifies only `abusive sexual
conduct' and, accordingly, only state crimes relating to abusive sexual
conduct need involve a minor or ward in order to trigger enhancement under
§ 2252(b)(2)."); United States u. Sinerius, 504 F.3d 737, 740 (9th Cir. 2007)
("Section 2252A(b) requires an enhanced sentence if[the defendant's prior]
conviction is as an offense `relating to' either `aggravated sexual abuse,'
`sexual abuse,' or `abusive sexual conduct involving a minor."'); see also

United States v. Farmer, 627 F.3d 416, 418 (9th Cir. 2010)("As its text makes
clear, § 2252A(b)(2) refers to three separate offenses: "`aggravated sexual
abuse, sexual abuse, and abusive sexual conduct involving a minor [or
ward]."').
In dicta, the Seventh Circuit has agreed. United States v. Rezin, 322
F.3d 443, 448 (7th Cir. 2003)(dismissing defendant's argument that
"`involving a minor' in section 2252(b)(2) qualifies not just `abusive sexual
conduct' but also `aggravated sexual abuse' and `sexual abuse' because "it
would have been strange had Congress on the one hand authorized heavier
punishment for offenders who had a prior federal conviction for a sexual
15

crime whether or not it involved a minor, and on the other hand insisted that
if the prior conviction had been for a state offense, even one identical to one of
the enumerated federal offenses, the victim had to be a minor")

facts of a defendant's prior state offense need establish that the victim was

a

Under the majority position, neither the elements nor the underlying

minor, as long as the conviction "relat[es] to" "aggravated sexual abuse" or
"sexual abuse." Consequently, like the Second Circuit below, other courts on
the long side of the split have affirmed application of the enhancement absent
judicially cognizable evidence of the victim's minor status.
a. For example, in Spence, the Fourth Circuit held that the
defendant's conviction under South Carolina common law for assault and
battery of a high and aggravated nature triggered § 2252A(b)(2)'s
enhancement because it "relate[d] to sexual abuse," even though nothing
established that the victim was a minor. 661 F.3d at 200. The Fourth Circuit
first applied the categorical approach, see Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S.
575 (1990), and concluded that the defendant's prior offense was not a
categorical match because South Carolina law defined the offense only as "an
unlawful act of violent injury accompanied by circumstances of aggravation."
661 F.3d at 199 (quoting South Carolina v. White, 605 S.E.2d 540, 543
(2004)). Because some "circumstances of aggravation" would relate to sexual
abuse but others would not, the Fourth Circuit applied the modified
categorical approach and consulted the indictment to ascertain how the
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defendant had committed his prior offense, see Shepard v. United States, 544
U.S. 13 (2005). The Fourth Circuit determined that the defendant had
"touch[ed] the victim between her legs, which constitutes indecent liberties
with a female," and that there was "a difference in the sex and a great
disparity in the ages and physical conditions between [the defendant] and the
victim." Id. at 199-200. Those circumstances sufficed to trigger the
enhancement because they established that the defendant's prior was both
abusive and sexual, even though they did not establish that the victim was a

b. Similarly, in Hubbard, the Fifth Circuit upheld application of
§ 2252A(b)(1)'s enhancement based on the defendant's prior conviction under
Oklahoma law for attempting to make lewd or indecent proposals to engage
in sexual relations with a person he believed to be a minor, but who was
actually an adult undercover agent. 480 F.3d at 343 & n.l (citing Okla. Stat.
tit. 21, §§ 42, 1123(A)(1)). The court of appeals rejected the defendant's
argument that only an offense involving an actual minor could trigger the
enhancement, reasoning that "§ 2252A(b)(1) does not required aggravated
sexual abuse or sexual abuse of a minor." Id. at 350. Rather, "[r]ead in
context, the phrase `involving a minor' modifies only `abusive conduct."' Id.
c. In Mateen, the en bane Sixth Circuit held that the defendant's prior
conviction .for gross sexual imposition under Ohio law did not need to involve
a minor to qualify as a § 2252(b)(2) predicate. 764 F.3d at 628-29. The
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statute under which the defendant had been convicted, Ohio Rev. Code §
2907.05, contained several subsections, some of which required that the
victim be a minor and some of which did not. However, no documents
judicially noticeable under Shepard established the subsection to which the
defendant had pleaded or the victim's age. 764 F.3d at 629-30; see also
United States u. Mateen, 739 F.3d 300, 307-08(6th Cir. 2014)(vacated panel
opinion). Nonetheless, the court of appeals held that the defendant's prior
conviction could qualify if it "relat[ed] to" "aggravated sexual abuse" or
"sexual abuse," regardless of the victim's age, and remanded for the district
court to make that determination. 764 F.3d at 633.
d. Finally, in Sinerius, the Ninth Circuit upheld application of the
enhancement on the basis of the defendant's prior conviction for sexual
assault under Montana law without taking into account whether the victim
was a minor. 504 F.3d at 744 ("Since we conclude that [the defendant's] prior
Montana conviction categorically qualifies as `sexual abuse'for purposes of
§ 2252A(b), we need not consider whether the conviction would also qualify as
`aggravated sexual abuse' or `sexual abuse involving a minor' under the same
provision."). To be sure, the defendant acknowledged that his victim had been
a minor, 504 F.3d at 739 n.2. But the elements of his Montana prior offense
require a minor victim. Id. at 741 (citing Mont. Code Ann. § 45-5-502). And
the Ninth Circuit clarified that its holding was based solely on the categorical
match between § 45-5-502 and the generic federal offense of sexual abuse.

504 F.3d at 744 (in light of categorical holding, it was not "necessary that we
examine [the defendant's] conviction under the `modified' categorical
approach"). See also, e.g., United States v. Wiles, 642 F.3d 1198, 1202 (9th
Cir. 2011)(concluding, without mention of victim's age, that prior conviction
for attempted sexual assault under same provision of Montana law at issue
in Sinerius related to "sexual abuse")
2. The Eighth Circuit: In stark contrast, a consistent line of Eighth
Circuit decisions indicates that any prior state conviction must, to trigger the
enhancement, involve a minor victim. See, e.g., United States v. Linngren,
652 F.3d 868, 870(8th Cir. 2011)(Minnesota criminal sexual conduct statute
was categorically "overinclusive," with respect to § 2252(b)(1) predicates,
"because it includes acts committed ... against non-minors."); United States v.
Hunter, 505 F.3d 829, 831 (8th Cir. 2007)(noting that elements of
defendant's prior Minnesota incest convictions did not establish that victims
were minors and thus looking beyond elements to underlying facts to
determine whether enhancement applied); United States u. Weis, 487 F.3d
1148, 1152 (8th Cir. 2007)(where victim's age was not element of defendant's
prior Iowa conviction for assault with intent to commit sexual abuse, court
applied enhancement only after consulting charging document, which
established that victim was minor); United States u. Trogdon, 339 F.3d 620,
621 (8th Cir. 2003)(where victim's age was not element of defendant's prior
Missouri conviction for sexual misconduct, court had to examine underlying
~~'7

facts to determine whether victim was minor, such that enhancement
applied).4
a. The clearest and most recent example is Linngren. There, the
defendant's prior conviction was for fifth-degree criminal sexual conduct, in
violation of Minn. Stat. § 609.3451, subdivision 1. 652 F.3d at 870. The
Eighth Circuit concluded that the statute was categorically "overinclusive"
because it "does not require that the victim be a minor." Id. Because one
could violate the statute "in ways that would not constitute sexual abuse,
that is, the `physical or nonphysical misuse of a minor for a purpose
associated with sexual gratification,"' that statute was not a categorical
match. Id. (quoting United States v. Sonnenberg, 556 F.3d 667, 671 (8th Cir.
2009)). Thus,"the statute is overinclusive because it includes acts committed
... against non-minors." Id. Only because the complaint indicated that the
victim was in fact a minor did the enhancement apply. Id. at 871.
Hunter, Weis, and Trogdon are in accord. In each, the Eighth Circuit
refused to apply a sentencing enhancement on the basis of a prior conviction
that did not include as an element the victim's age without first establishing
through other means that the victim was in fact a minor. In Hunter, the court

A district court in the First Circuit has taken the same approach. United States v.
Roy, 114 F. Supp. 2d 1, 1-2(D. Me. 2000)(prior conviction for unlawful sexual
contact under Maine law did not trigger § 2252A(b)(2) enhancement because
"neither the judgment following the defendant's guilty plea nor the criminal
complaint on which it is based reveals the victim's age and, under the Maine statute
of conviction, age of the victim is not a factor").
4
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relied on the defendant's assent to the factual allegation in his PSR that his
prior incest convictions involved minors. 505 F.3d at 831. In Weis, the court
relied on the trial information to which the defendant pleaded guilty to
confirm that his conviction for assault with intent to commit sexual abuse
involved a minor. 487 F.3d at 1152. And in Trogdon, the court once more
relied on the information to which the defendant pleaded guilty to establish
that the victim of his sexual misconduct conviction was a minor. 339 F.3d at
621. In each case, establishing the victim's minor status was necessary to
upholding the application of the enhancement.
b. Below, the court of appeals brushed off Hunter with the observation
that the Eighth Circuit had adopted the requirement that a predicate involve
a minor "without elaborating on [its] reasoning," App. 15, and the Second
Circuit declined to follow such "unexplored assumptions." App. 16. Granted,
the Eighth Circuit has not articulated the reasons for its interpretation of the
enhancement provisions. But it has adhered, without exception, to the
position that a predicate must involve a minor in multiple published
decisions over more than a decade. And there is no doubt that had he been
sentenced in the Eighth Circuit, petitioner would not have been subject to §
2252(b)(2)'s ten-year mandatory minimum. A principal function of this
Court's certiorari jurisdiction is "to secure uniformity in the application" of
federal law. Clay v. United States, 537 U.S. 522, 526 (2003). Thus, even
though the Eighth Circuit has not articulated its reasoning, the divergence
21

between the Eighth Circuit and other circuits on the question presented
breeds intolerable conflict and disparate penalties for similarly situated
defendants.
Further percolation is unnecessary. The Eighth Circuit has adhered to
its interpretation of the penalty provisions notwithstanding contrary
decisions from other courts of appeals—most recently in Linngren, which
postdates Hubbard, Rezin, and Sinerius. Nor does the lopsided nature of the
five-to-one split counsel against review. If the Eighth Circuit's interpretation
of these statutes is correct, petitioner and many other federal child
pornography defendants around the country are being punished much more
severely than Congress intended.
3. The Tenth Circuit: The Second Circuit described the Tenth
Circuit as aligned with the Eighth, i.e., as having "assumed that a prior
state-law sexual abuse conviction requires a minor victim." App. 15-16 (citing
McCutchen, 419 F.3d at 1125). In McCutchen, the Tenth Circuit affirmed
application of the § 2252(b)(2) enhancement on the basis of a prior conviction
for sexual battery under Kansas law, even though the elements of the offense
did not include the victim's minor status. Id. at 1125-27. The court rejected
the defendant's argument that it was limited to considering the statutory
elements and, relying on a criminal complaint establishing that the victim
was a minor, held the enhancement applicable. Id.
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As the Second Circuit suggested, McCutchen can be read to express the
view that a minor victim is required. However, subsequent to McCutchen, the
Tenth Circuit suggested that the question remains open. United States v.
Becher, 625 F.3d 1309, 1312 n.3 (10th Cir. 2010). There, after the Fifth
Circuit's decision in Hubbard, the Tenth Circuit concluded that a prior
conviction under Illinois law for indecent solicitation of a child was a
qualifying predicate under § 2252(b)(1), even though the defendant solicited
an adult undercover agent, not an actual minor. 625 F.3d at 1312-13. That
holding embraced Hubbard's point that a defendant who believes he is
propositioning a minor has the requisite intent(and thus, the culpability) for
a child sexual abuse offense. Id. at 1312 (citing Hubbard, 480 F.3d at 346).
However, the Tenth Circuit did not adopt Hubbard's additional holding that
only "abusive sexual conduct" necessitates a minor victim; on the contrary,
the Tenth Circuit suggested that it disagreed:"[W]e caution that our opinion
today should not be read to endorse the position, also adopted in Hubbard,
that § 2252(b)`does not require aggravated sexual abuse or sexual abuse of a
minor,' and that `the phrase `involving a minor' modifies only `abusive
conduct.' This issue—whether the sexual abuse of adults would qualify as a
predicate offense under § 2252(b)—is not before us today." 625 F.3d at 1312
n.3 (quoting Hubbard, 480 F.3d at 350(emphasis by the Tenth Circuit)).
In short, while the Tenth Circuit's position appears unsettled, the
question presented implicates an acknowledged split between the Second,
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Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Ninth Circuits on the one hand, and the Eighth
Circuit on the other. That five-to-one division merits this Court's
intervention.
B. This case is an ideal vehicle and the question is important.
1. This case offers an ideal vehicle for resolving the question
presented. In the district court, petitioner objected that his prior New York
State conviction did not trigger § 2252(b)(2)'s ten-year mandatory minimum
term because the offense involved an adult victim only. App. 22-23. Absent
the mandatory minimum, petitioner faced a Guidelines range of 78-97
months, and the district court said nothing to suggest that it would have
imposed a 120-month sentence had § 2252(b)(2) not required it. In his plea
agreement, petitioner expressly reserved the right to appeal this question, as
respondent acknowledged in the court of appeals. App. 6 n.2. Petitioner
raised the question presented in the court of appeals, which issued a
reasoned published decision, and he sought en Banc review.
Moreover, the undisputed nature of petitioner's prior conviction
facilitates this Court's review of the question presented. The courts of appeals
have taken slightly different approaches to ascertaining the nature of a
defendant's prior conviction. For example, the Second and Fourth Circuits
have applied the categorical and modified categorical approaches. See United
States v. Beardsley, 691 F.3d 252, 258 (2d Cir. 2012); Spence, 661 F.3d at 199.
The Eighth Circuit has adopted a broader inquiry, which "looks to the statute
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under which a defendant was previously convicted and then to the facts
underlying the offense to determine whether a prior conviction triggers the
enhanced penalties." Weis, 487 F.3d at 1151 (citing Trogdon, 339 F.3d at
621). So has the Tenth Circuit. McCutchen, 419 F.3d at 1127 (Congress
intended "to allow a sentencing court to look beyond the mere elements of a
prior state conviction" in determining applicability of enhancement).
This Court need not wade into that debate (which would benefit from
further percolation in light of Descamps v. United States, 133 S. Ct. 2276
(2013)), to resolve the question presented here. The elements and the
underlying facts of petitioner's prior New York conviction align. Section
130.65(1) of New York's Penal Law does not refer to the victim's age at all.
And it is undisputed that the victim was petitioner's 53-year-old girlfriend.
Whether one considers elements, Shepard-approved documents, or the
underlying facts is immaterial. Petitioner's prior conviction involved an
adult. Likewise, this case does not present the complication of an adult
undercover law enforcement officer pretending to be a minor. Cf. Becker, 625
F.3d at 1312-13; Hubbard, 480 F.3d at 346. Rather, the victim was, and was
known to be, an adult. This petition thus offers a clean opportunity to resolve
a straightforward question of statutory interpretation.
2. The question presented is important. About 2,000 defendants were
prosecuted in the United States for child pornography offenses in fiscal year
2013. U.S. Sent'g Comm'n, 2013 Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics
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tb1.13, available at http://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-andpublications/annual-reports-and-sourcebooks/2013/Table 13.pdf. Child
pornography defendants, as a group, already receive some of the most severe
sentences in the federal criminal justice system. See id.(mean sentence of
136 months, longer than all offense categories other than murder,
kidnapping, and sexual abuse). The enhancements at issue here have
dramatic consequences, increasing mandatory minimum sentences by ten
years for all applicable offenses and setting some of the harshest mandatory
minimums in title 18 of the U.S. Code. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2251(e)
(increasing mandatory minimum for production of child pornography from 15
to 25 years). Fairness requires the correct and uniform application of such
stiff penalties.
C. The decision below is wrong.
This Court should also grant review because the Second Circuit's
decision is wrong. The court mistakenly rejected application of the series
qualifier canon, which, this Court reiterated as recently as last Term, can
overcome the rule of last antecedent "[w]hen several words are followed by a
clause which is applicable as much to the first and other words as to the
last." Paroline v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 1710, 1721 (2014)(quoting Porto
Rico Rwy., Light &Power Co. v. Mor, 253 U.S. 345, 348 (1920)). The court of
appeals justified its departure from the most natural reading of the statutory
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text on the ground that it would be "unreasonable" to attribute to Congress

the intent to treat predicate conduct differently according to whether it
constituted a federal or state offense. But Congress did just that elsewhere in
these very statutes, evincing a clear intent to limit state-law predicates to
offenses against children. Finally, the court of appeals erroneously dismissed
legislative history confirming that Congress meant to provide enhanced
penalties for defendants with prior convictions under "State child abuse
law~sJ." S. Rep. No. 104-358, 104th Cong., 1996 WL 506545, at *9(1996)
(emphasis added).
1. This Court interprets criminal statutes, like all statutes, according
to their plain language and ordinary English usage. See, e.g., Flores-Figueroa
v. United States, 556 U.S. 646, 650-652 (2009). The plain meaning of the
phrase "a prior conviction ... under the laws of any State relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct involving a
minor or ward" is that the final phrase, "involving a minor or ward," modifies
all three classes of state-law predicates. That reading represents a
straightforward application of the series qualifier canon, which directs that a
modifying phrase following a "single, integrated list" applies to all elements
of the list. Jama v. Immigration &Customs Enforcement, 543 U.S. 335, 345
n.4 (2005). See also, e.g., United States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 339-40 (1971).
For example, in Bass, this Court considered a criminal statute that applied to
"any person ... who receives, possesses, or transports in commerce or affecting
commerce ... any firearm." Id. at 337(quoting former 18 U.S.C. § 1202(a)).
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Applying the series qualifier canon, the Court determined that the "`the
natural construction of the language' suggests that the clause `in commerce
or affecting commerce' qualifies all three antecedents in the list." Id. at 339
(quoting Mor, 253 U.S. at 348). That was true, the Court reasoned, because
"`in commerce or affecting commerce' undeniably applies to at least one
antecedent, and ... makes sense with all three," such that "the more plausible
construction here is that it in fact applies to all three." Id. at 339-40.
Just last Term, the Court reaffirmed that the series qualifier canon
may overcome the rule of last antecedent. Paroline, 134 S. Ct. at 1720-21.
There, the Court considered 18 U.S.C. § 2259(b)(3), which enumerates
categories of losses for which restitution is payable to victims of child
pornography offenses. See 134 S. Ct. at 1720 ("The statute enumerates six
categories of covered losses. These include certain medical services,
§ 2259(b)(3)(A); physical and occupational therapy, § 2259(b)(3)(B);
transportation, temporary housing, and child care, § 2259(b)(3)(C); lost
income, § 2259(b)(3)(D); attorney's fees and costs, § 2259(b)(3)(E); and a final
catchall category for `any other losses suffered by the victim as a proximate
result of the offense,' § 2259(b)(3)(F)."). The Court rejected the victim's
argument, based on the rule of last antecedent, that the clause "as a
proximate result of the offense" modified only the last enumerated category,
§ 2259(b)(3)(F), in which it appeared. 134 S. Ct. at 1720-21. Cautioning that
the rule of last antecedent is "not an absolute and can assuredly be overcome

by other indicia of meaning," id. at 1721 (quoting Barnhart u. Thomas, 540
U.S. 20, 26 (2003)), the Court instead applied the series qualifier canon. The
"proximate result" clause modified all the enumerated categories of loss
because "[w]hen several words are followed by a clause which is applicable as
much to the first and other words as to the last, the natural construction of
the language demands that the clause be read as applicable to all." Id. at
1721 (quoting Mor, 253 U.S. at 348).
The argument for applying the series qualifier canon here is even
stronger. In Paroline, the elements of the list appeared in separate statutory
subparagraphs, § 2259(b)(3)(A)—(E), with the modifying clause in the last
subparagraph, § 2259(b)(3)(F). Here, the elements ("aggravated sexual
abuse," "sexual abuse," and "abusive sexual conduct") are not separated in
that way. And they are related both linguistically and substantively, all
dealing with different forms of the same crime, child abuse. The modifying
clause "undeniably applies to at least one antecedent" and "makes sense with
all three." Bass, 404 U.S. at 339-40.
2. The decision below also determined that it would be "unreasonable
to conclude that Congress intended to impose the enhancement on
defendants convicted under federal law, but not on defendants convicted for
the same conduct under state law." App. 14 (quoting Spence, 661 F.3d at
197). Other courts on the long side of the split have made the same point.
See, e.g., Mateen, 764 F.3d at 631-32; Hubbard, 480 F.3d at 350; Rezin, 322
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F.3d at 448. These decisions fail to recognize that Congress unquestionably
intended this very result—that the scope of federal convictions triggering the
enhancement would be far broader than the scope of state convictions that do
so—and that whether a particular federal conviction is a qualifying predicate
says nothing about whether an analogous state law conviction is. Indeed,
while the state predicates all involve sexual abuse or child pornography,
many federal predicates involve neither, and consequently a defendant may
in many cases face the enhancement for a federal conviction but not for a
state conviction encompassing the same conduct. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. §§ 146164(in Chapter 71)(possessing, mailing, transporting, and broadcasting
obscene matter); § 1468 (in Chapter 71)(distributing obscene material by
cable or subscription television); § 2257 (in Chapter 110)(failing to maintain
records for adult pornography); § 2258 (in Chapter 110)(failing to report
child abuse, including non-sexual child abuse).
It is also apparent that Congress carefully limited qualifying state
offenses to crimes against children, even where an analogous federal crime
against adults would be a predicate. For example, §§ 2252(b)(1) and
2252A(b)(1) enhance a defendant's sentencing range if he has a prior
conviction under 18 U.S.C. § 1591, a federal sex trafficking statute applicable
to adult and minor victims. But §§ 2252(b)(1) and 2252A(b)(1) limit qualifying
state predicates to "sex trafficking of children." See also, e.g., § 2251(e)
(treating federal offense of sexual exploitation of adults or minors, § 2422 in
30

Chapter 117, as predicate, but restricting state predicates to those involving
"sexual exploitation of children"). In short, there is nothing anomalous about
the differential treatment of federal and state offenses that the Eighth
Circuit's rule produces. On the contrary, such differential treatment is an
unmistakable and intended feature of the penalty provisions.
3. Finally, the court of appeals dismissed without analysis legislative
history reflecting that Congress did intend qualifying state-law predicates to
be limited to offenses against children. App. 18. The Senate Report on the
Child Pornography Prevention Act of 1995, which added the penalty
provisions of §§ 2252 and 2252A at issue here, specified that the new
enhancements would apply to "a repeat offender with a prior conviction
under chapter 109A or 110 of title 18, or under any State child abuse law or
law relating to the production, receipt or distribution of child pornography."
S. Rep. No. 104-358, 104th Cong., 1996 WL 506545, at *9 (1996)(emphasis
added).
~

~

~

In summary, this Court's intervention is needed to resolve the existing
circuit split and to correct the Second Circuit's mistaken interpretation of the
statute.
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Conclusion
The petition for a writ of certiorari should be granted.
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KATZMANN, Chiefjudge, STRAUB and LC3HIBR, Circuit judges.

Defendant-Appellant Avondale Lockhart appeals fram a jud~menf of
conviction and sentence entered bye the United. Stakes District Court for the
Eastern Drstrict of New York (Johnson, J.}, in ~Thich the district court applied the
sentencing enhancement sef farth in 18 U.S.C. ~ 2252(b){2}, which requires a
minimum term of imprisonment of fen years. T'haf enhancement applies when a
defendant is found guilty of possessing child pornography and was previously
convicted under state Iaw of a crime "relating to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual
abuse, or abusive sexual conduct involving a minor or ward." Because we find
that ~ 2252(b}(2) does not require that a prior state-law aggravated sexual abuse
or sexual abuse Conviction involve a minor,the judgment of the district court is
AFFIRMED.

.
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the brief}, Assistant United States Attarneys, for Loretta E.
Lynch, United States Attorney for the Eastern Districfi of New
York, Broaklyn, NY,for Appellee.
DAVID A.LEwis, Assistant Federal Public Defender, Federal
Defenders of New York, New York, NY,for DefendaratAppellant.

KATZMANN, Chiefjudge:

Tn this case, we must decide whether a sentencing provision that provides
far aten-year mandatory minimum term of imprisonment if a defendant was
previausly convicted "under the laws of any State xelating to aggravated sexual
abuse, sexual abuse, ar abusive sexual conduct involving a minor o~ ward," 18
U.S.C. ~ 2252(b)(2}, requires that axe "aggravated sexual abuse" or "sexual abuse"
conviction involve a minor or ward, or whether only "abusive sexual conduct" is
rrtodified by the phrase "involving a minor ar v~Tard," suc11 That a sexual abuse
conviction involving an adult victim constitutes a predicate offense. We conclude
that the statutory text and structure indicate that the latter reading is correct and
therefore affirm the district court's impasition of a fen-year sentence on
Defendant-Appellant Avondale Lockhart.
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BACKGROUND
In June 2x10, after receiving information indicating that Lockhart had
transferred money to a dzstribufox of child pornography,federal agents initiated
an undercover operation, in which they solicited Lockhart to purchase videos
portraying child pornography from an agent-run service. Lockhart requested a

number of videos from the agents, and on July 13, 2010, after obtaining a search
warrant, the agents conducted a controlled delivery of the package ostensibly
containing the videos Lockhart had ordered. Unce Lockhart accepted the
package, the agents executed the search warrant anci seized Lackhart's la~~o~
and external hard drive, which together contained aver 15,000 images and at
Least nizle vicleas depicting child parnography.
As a result of this investigation, Lockhart was indicted on March 24, 2011,
on twa counts:(1) attempted receipfi of child parnagraphy in violation of 18
U.S.C.;2252(x){2), based on his attempted purchase of videas containing child
pornography from the undercover agents; and (2} possession of child
pornography in violation of 18 U.5.C. ~ 2252(a)(4)(B}, based on the images a~1d
videos already on his compufer and hard drive. On March 6,2012, pursuanf fio a
plea agreement, Lockhart pleaded guilty to count two of fihe indictment in the
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United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. Count ane of
the indictment was thereafter dismissed.
Lockhart IZad previously been convicted in stafe caurt in Apri12000 of firs
degree se~zal abuse, u1 violation of New York Penal Law ~ 1.30.65(2). The arrest
report from this earlier conviction alleges that Lockhart pinned down his fiftythree-year old girlfriend, ripped off her underpa~lts, and attempted to penetrate
her vagina with his penis. Lockhart received a sentence of five years' probation
and was classified as a level-one sex offender as a result of this conviction.
The Presentence Reporfi("PSR")prepared fog Lockl-►arE's sentencing
calculated a recommended sentencing range of 78-97 ~r►onths under the U.S.
Sentencing Guidel~les. Hov~Tever, the PSR adopted the gavernment's position
that Lockhart was subject to a mandatory nvnirnum sentence of ten years under
18 U.S,C. ~ 2252(b)(2}, which requires such a term of imprisonment if a person
violates ~ 2252(x)(4} and."has a prior conviction ... Luzder the Iaws of any Sfate
relating ~o aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct
involving a minor or ward." 18 U.S.C.;2252(b}(2}. '~T'll~e PSR thus recommended
an effective range under the Sentencing Guidelines of 120 months due to
Lockhar~'s prior conviction for sexual abuse in the fast degree. In ~~is sentencing
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submission, Lackhart argued that his prior convictian could not support the
imposition of the mandatory minimum sentence because his sexual abuse offense
did not involve a minor. The district court rejected Lockhart's position,
concluding that the mandatory minimum applied, and imposed aten-year
sentence, to be followed by ten years' supervised release. This appeal followed.
DISCUSSION
As discussed above,Lockhart pleaded guilty to possession of child
pornography in violation of 18 U.S.C. ~ 2252(a)(4} and was sentenced pursuant to
~ 2252(b)(2). While;2252(h)(2) generally requ~.res na minimum sentence,in
certain circumstances the statute piovides for a mandatary minimum sentence of
ten years. In its entirety, ~ 2252(b)(2) pravides:
Whoever violates, o~ aftempts or conspires to violate,
paragraph {4) of subsection {a) shall be fined under this title or
ixn~risoned not more than 10 years, or bofh, but if any visual
depic~ior~ i~~valvec~ in the offense involved a prepubescent
minor or a mitlar ~~ho had not attained 12 years of age, such
person shall be fined undex this title and imprisoned for not
more than 20 years, or if such person has a prior conviction
under this chapter, chapter 71, chapfier 109A, or chapter 117,
or under section 920 of Title 10 (article 120 of the Uniform
Code of Military justice), or under the laws of any State relating
to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, ar abusive sexual conduct
involving a minoY or ward, or the production, possession,
receipt, mailing, sale, distribution, shipment, or transportation
of child pornography, such person shall be fined under this
5
.. ~
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title and imprisoned for not Iess than 10 years nor mare than
20 years.
18 U.S.C. ~ 2252{b)(2)(emphasis added).1
Here, the district court found thafi Lockhart was subject to the mandatory
minimum based on his prior state conviction for sexual abuse of an adult
woman. C.~n appeal, Lockhart challenges that conclusion, arguing that
~ 2252(b)(2)'s mandatory minimum does not apply if the victim of fihe prior
sexual abuse offense is an adult, rather than a minor. Thus,the sole issue on
appeal is whether the phrase "i~lvolving a minor or ward" modifies an entire
category of state-Iaw crimes—those "relatu-~g to aggravated sexual abuse, sexual
abuse, or abusive sexual conduct"—or whether "involving a minor ar ward"
modifies only its immediately preceding antecedent, "abusive sexual conduct."
"We review de novo a1I quesfiions of law relating to the distxict court's
application of a federal sentence enhancement." i.Inited States v. Beaa~dsley, b91
F.3d 252,257(2d Cir. 2012}.2

1 Language identical or similar to the key phrase "aggravated sexual abuse, sexual
abuse, or abusive sexual conduct invalvi~lg a minor ar ward" is used in four other
sentencing provisions in Chapter 11Q of Title 18 of the United States Code. See 18 U.S.C.
~~ 2251(e)(referring to "abusive sexual contact," rather than "conduct"), 2252(b){1),
2252A(b}(1), 2252A(b)(2).
2 As part of his plea agreement, Lockhart waived his right to appeal his sentence but
excluded from that waiver the issue now before the Court. ~n March 26, 2013, the

D
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Ix~ interpreting ~ 2252(b)(2), "[wee start, as we must, with the Ianguage of
the statute," giving the statutory terms their "'ordinary or natural' meaning."
Baitey v. United States, 516 U.S. 137, 144-45(1995)(quotitlg Smith v. United Sates,
508 U.S. 223,228 (1993)), superseded by statute an othea~ grounds, I'ub. L. No. 105386, 112 Stat. 3469(1998)(codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. ~ 924(c)). Where,as
here, the plain meaning is not pellucid, we can draw upon a variety of
interpretive tools, including canons,statutary structure, and Iegislative history,
to discern meaning. As to canons, we first consider whici~ rule of statutory
construction should inform our wzdersfanding of the phrase "relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, or abusive sexual conduct involving a
minor": the Iasi antecedent rule or the series qualifier canon.
"Under the Iasi antecedent rule,'a limiting clause or phrase should
ordi~larily be read as modifying ozZly the noun or phrase that it immediately
follows."' United States v. Keeley, 426 F.3d 17b, 180(2d fir. 2005}(ellipsis omitted}
{quoting BaYnhart v. Thoanas, 540 U.S. 2d, 26 {203}}, l-~Ithough the "rule is not an
absolute and can assuredly be overcome by other indicia of meaning," the last
gover~lment filed a motion to dzsmiss Lockhart's appeal based on this waiver. Howevez,
on July 8, 2013, the govemineY~t moved to withdraw its motion to dismiss,
acknowledging that the instant issue fell outside the scope of the appeal waiver. The
Court granted the government's motion fio withdraw its prior inotian on July 9, 2013.
Therefore, waiver is not at issue, and we proceed to fine merits of Lockhart's claim.

ca~~ ~~-~a~, aac~~~n~ 7~-~, o~i~.~~~o~~, ~~~~~.o~, ~~~~~ ~~ ~~

antecedent rule ge~~.erally applies absent a contrary indreatian of meaning.
Barnhart, 540 U.S. at 26 (citing 2A N. Singer, Sutherland on Statutory Construction
~ 47.33 at 369 (6th rev. ecl. ~aoa~~. Relying on this presumption, the government
contends that, as the district court concluded, the phrase "involving a nvnor or
ward" modifies only "abusive sexual conduct," and therefore Lockhart's prior
state conviction for sexual abuse triggers the imposition of ~ 2252(b}(2}'s ten-year
mandatory nvnimum sentence, regardless of the fact thafi the victim of his prior
offense was an adult.
Lockhart argues u~ favor of the application of the contrary series qualifier
canon of statutory consi~•uction, which "provides that a modifier at the begiru~ing
or end of a series of terms modifies alI the terms." i,I~aited States v. Laraneta, 700
F.3d 983, 989 (7th Cir. 2012}.'I'he series qualifier canon applies where "[tlhe
modifyi~lg clause appears]... at the end of a single, integrated Iist," jama v.
Immigration f~ Customs Enforcement, 543 U.S. 335,344 n.4(2005}, and where the
modifying clause "undeniably applies to at Ieast one antecedent, and ...makes
sense with a1I," t,Inited States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 339-40(1971}. L,ockhart
contends that this canon should be applied, as the phrase "involving a minor"
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appears at the er~d of the i~ltegrated list of three antecedents, all of which would
`"make[] sense" if limited by this madifying clause.
Lockhart and the gove~ninent put forth various arguments to support
reliance on their preferred canons. We are not fully persuaded that either canon
applies unambiguously based on fhe language and structure of this statutory
phrase alone. For example, while Lackhar~ is correct that the modifying clause
"involving a minor" appears at the end of this particular list of state-Iaw crimes,
this is not the prototypical situation in which the series qualifier canan is applied,
since the Iist itself falls in the middle of a longer Iist of qualifying predicate
crimes; that is, t11e modifier does not end the Iist in its entirety. Cf. Bass, 404 T.S.
at 337(applying the series qualifier rule to the phrase "receives, possesses, or
transports in commerce ox affecting commerce" where that series provided the
sole Iis~ of conduct prohibited by ti-~e statute}. On the other ha~1d, the inclusion of
the ward "or" before "`abusive sexual conduct" and then agai~z before "the
production ... of child pornography" in the immediately following clause
suggests that the state sexual abuse crimes are set off as a separate list ~Tithizt the
larger list, lending some support to I~ockhart's preferred reading.3

3 Although we do not deem this disposifive an ds own, we Hate that 18 U.S.C.
~ 2251(e)'s similar language differs from thafi used u1 ~ 2252(b}(2) in a manner that sheds
C
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We are not persuaded by Lockhart's position that the three types of state
sexual abuse offenses constitute a related "continuum of conduct," each element
of which should be modified by the phrase "involving a minor" to maintain a
common limitatian on fihe entire continuuan. Br. for Def.-Appellant at 20. Such a
reading would eliminate any distinction between "sexual abuse involving a
minor" and "abusive sexual conduct involving a minor," since "abusive sexual
conduct involving a minor" seemingly would encompass anything that
constitutes "sexual abuse i~~tvolving a minor," as well as,fax example, afiher
sexual conduct that maybe c~imirlalized only v~rhen the victim is a chid. See, e.g.,
t.tnited States v. ~-Iu~baa~d, 480 F.3d 341 (5th Cir. 2007)(finding a conviction for
"solicz~ulg sex from a person the Defendant believed to be under sixteen" to
constitute a conviction relating fo "abusive sexual conduct involving a minor").
Thus, Lockhart's proposed reading may runup against fhe principle of statutory

some Light an the present dispute. Specifically, ~ 2251(e)imposes a heightened sentezlce
on defendants convicted of prior crimes "under the Laws of any State relating to
aggravated sexual abuse, sexual abuse, abusive sexual confact involving a miulox or
ward, or sex trafficking of children, or the production ... of child pornography." Is1 this
context, aggravated sexual abuse, sexual clause, and abusive sexual conduct do zzot form
their owil separate list ending in a common xnodrfier; rather, "abusive sexual contact
involving a ininar ar ward" is fhe thixd element of a four-element list ending in "sex
trafficking of children." We assume that Co~lgress intended ~ 2251(e)'s similar Language
to be read in Tandem with ~ 2252(b)(2). Thus, the addition of a fourth element in
2252(e) after the modifier suggests t11at the series qualifier ca7zon shoL~ld loot be

applied.

■•

~
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i~~terpretafion thafi "[w]e assume ghat Congress used two terms because it

intended each term to have a particular, nonsuperfluous meaning." Briley, 516

At the same time, neither are we convinced by the government's
contention that the fact that there is no comma separating "abusive sexual
conduct" from the modifies "involving a minor ar ward" itself proves that
"involving a minor o~- ward" should be read together with "abusive sexual
conduct," but nat witi~ "aggravated sexual abuse" or "sexual abuse." We Izave
previously acknowledged ghat "[o]ne of the methods by which a writer indicates
whether a modifies that follows a Iist of nouns or phrases is intended to modify
the entire Iisf, or only the im~nedia~e antecedent, is by punctuation—specifically
by whether the Iist is separated from the subseque~~t modifier by a comma." Am.
Int'1 Grp., Inc. v. Bank ofAm. Cori., 712 F.3d 775, 781-82(2d Cis. 2013). However,
while a comma may be a helpful aid to statutory intexpretation, inclusion of such
a comma is not shard-and-fast rule of grammar. See Bass, 404 U.S. a~ 340 X1.6
{"[M]any Teading gran-tmarians, while sainetimes noting that commas at the end
of series can avoid ambiguity, concede that use of such commas is
discretionary."). Here,inserting a comma before "involving a mi~~ar ar ward"

11
.,.
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might confuse rather than clarify the meaning of this provision because, as
discussed above,the relevant series of state sexual abuse offenses is separated
only by a comma .from a continuing list of state child pornography offenses. Tn
this case, then, adding a comma before "involving a molar or ward" might make
the modifying clause appear to be a separate element in a longer list and v~~ould,
in any case, be grammatically unnecessary. Accordingly, here, basing our
analysis "only on punctuation is necessarily incomplete and runs the risk of
distorting [they statute`s true mewling." t,I.S. Nat'l Bank of Or~. v. Indep. fns. Agents
ofAnt., Inc., 508 U.S. 439,454(1993}. While the lack of a separating carnina may
ru.~~ confrary to Lockhart's interpretation, it is not disposi~ive of our reading of
~ 2252(b)(2). See United States v. Rezin, 322 F.3d 443,448(7th Cir. 2003).
Ultimately, we cannot definitively determine by applying the canons
whether the pI-trase "invaivzng a minor or ward" modifies the entire category of
state-law sexual abuse crimes ar oz~Iy "abusive sexual conduct." While the
government's reading appears to have greater support in the relevant clause,
Iu~.gering ambzgui~y prevents us from concluding on this basis alone that the
government's interpretation is the correct one. However,this axnbigur~y does not
erect our inquiry into the meaning of the statutory fiext. Rather, it is well

12
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established that statutory phrases should not be construed "in isolation; we read
stafu~es as a whole." Samantar v. Yousuf,560 U.S. 305,319(2020)(quoting Lltiited
States v. Morton, 467 U.S. 822,828(1984)}.
Accordu~gl5~, we look to the remainder of § 2252(b}(2) and consider
whefher its overall scheme may shed light on what state-Iaw sexual abuse
offenses Congress intended to include as predicate offenses far imposifiion of the
mandatory minimum sentence. In addition to imposing aten-year term of
imprisonment far predicate violations of state Iaw,~ 2252(b}(2) also provides for
such a sentence if the defendant has a prior conviction under federal law far a
violation under "[chapter 110], chapter 71, chapter 109A,or chapter 117, or under
section 92Q of Title 10 (azticle 120 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice)." T'he
referenced statutes ~rohibif sexual conduct, ir~cluduig conduct That may have
both minor and adulf victuns. See 18 U.S.C. ~~ 24b0-1470 {Chapter 71, o£€erases
relating to obscene matter, materials or language); 18 U.S.C. ~§ 2241-2248
(Chapter 109A, sexual. abuse of adults or minors}; 28 LT.S.C. ~~ 2251-2260A
(Chapter 110, sexual exploitation and other abuse of minors); 18 U.S.Q. ~~ 24212428 (Chapter 117, transportation of adulfs or minors far illegal sexual activity
and related crimes); 1Q U.S.C.§ 920(rape and sexual assault tinder the Uniform

13
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Code of Military Justice). Importantly, ~ 2252(b}(2} does not specify that a
conviction under a federal stahzte must involve a minor; a violation of any of
these statutory provisions constitutes a predicate offense for the application of
~ 2252{b){2)'s mandatory minimum sentence, regardless of the age of the victim.
Looking at ~ 2252(b}(2) as a whole, we find, as a number of other circuits
have explained, that "it would be unreasonable to conclude that Congress
intended to impose the enhancemenfi on defendants convicted under federal Ia~v,
but not on defendants canvicted fog the sane conduct under state Iaw." ltnited
States v. Spence,6G1 F.3d 194, 197 {4th Cir. 2011);see also HubbaYd,480 F.3d at 350
("Read in context, the phrase `involving a minor' madifies only `abusive
conduct.' We are persuaded this was the intent of Congress, riot simply because
of the piaceinent of the phrase `involving a minor,' but because the enumeration
of prior federal offenses that will also gzve rise to a mandatory rnir2imum
sentence expressly includes sexual abuse of adults or ~xx►~inors."); Rezin, 322 ~'.3d at
448 ("[I]t would have been strange 11ad Congress an the one hand authorized
1leavier pu~-iishmenf for offenders who had a priorfederal conviction for a sexual
crime whether or not it involved a minor, and on the other hand insisted that if
t~1e prior conviction had been for a state offense, even ooze identical to one of the

14
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enumerated federal offenses, the victim had to be a minor."}; cf. United States v.
Sinerius, 504 F.3d 737, 740(9th Cir. 2007)(assuming, without analysis, that "the
terms `aggravated sexual abuse,'`sexual abuse,' and 'abusive sexual conduct
involving a minor' undex ~ 2252A(b)" sef forth distinct affenses), United States v.
West, 333 F. App'x 494(11th Cir. 2009)(per cu~iam)(holding that it was not Main
error to apply the mandatary minimum to a prior conviction where the state law
at issue did not always require an actual mi~~or victim}. This reasoning compels
us to conclude that "i~ivolving a minor or ward" modifies only prier state
convictions for "abusive sexual conduct," nod those for "sexual abuse"' or
"aggravated sexual abuse," each of ti~vhich would canstitute a predicatefede~^al
offense if cornmit~ed against an adult or a child.
We acknowledge that the Sixfh, Eighth and Tenth Ciscults have reached
fhe opposite conclusion, namely, that the phrase "'involving a n~rinor or ward"
modifies aTl three categories of state sexual abuse crimes. However, the EigI~tl1
and Tenth Circuits have drawn this conclusion without elaborating on them
reasoning. Indeed,these circuits appear ~nereiy to have assumed that a prior
state-law sexual abuse conviction requiies a minor victim for purposes of the
sentencing enhancement, an assumpfiion that made Iittle difference uz those cases

15
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since the predicate violations at rssue involved miulor victims. See United States v.
Hunter,505 F.3d 829,832(8th fir. 2Q07)(relying on this assu2nption); United
States v. McCutchen,419 F.3d 1222, 1125(10th Cis. 2005)(considering whether
"the statute under which [al prier state conviction arose musf have included as
an element fhe victim's status as a minor" far the conviction to fall wifihin the
scope of any of the three categories in ~ 2252(b)(2}}. The Sixth Circuit has reached
t11is conclusion most explicitly, although it did so because it faund that another
panel of that court had."already considered the proper construction of the
statutory language at issue," and fillet that prior decision bound the current
panel, even though the earlier opinion did not engage in any express analysis of
the statutory language. Linitec~ States v. Mateen, 739 F.3d 300, 304-05 (6th Ci.r.
2014)(czting United S~cztes v. Gardner, 649 F.3cI 437(6th Cir. 2011)), relz'g en bane
gYanted, opinion vacated (Apr. 9, 2014), We aye not compelled ~o follow such
unexplored assumptions in coming to our conclusion I~ere.4

4 In t..tnited Sfates v. Beardsley, 692 F.3d 252{2d Cir. 2012), this Court commented that for
a state-law conviction to trigger the analogous sentencing enhancement udder 18 U.S.C.
~ 2252A(b){2),"the statute underlying the prior conviction must itself relate to sexual
abuse of minors for the enhancement to apply." Id. at 269. However, Phis statement is
dictum and does not bind this panel. Af issue in Beardsley was whether to take a
categorical app~aach i~z defermining whether estate-law convictian far endangering the
welfare of a child was a predicate offense under § 2252A(b}(1) se~ltencing enhancement.
Beardsley's actual canduct underlying the conviction constituted "abusive sexual
16
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Resisting the conclusion that Congress intended to treat state and federal
predicate crimes similarly, Lockhart argues that fhe relevant pattern in
~ 2252(b)(2) is instead t1~at Congress Limited other state-law predicate affenses u1
this and related sentencing provisions to those invalving children. See, e.g., 18
U.S.C.§ 2252(b)(2)(including state offenses relating to "cl-iild pornography"); 18
t1.S.C. ~ 2251(e)(including state offenses relatzng to "sex trafficking of children")
According to Lockhart, then, not reading "aggravated sexual abuse" and "sexual
abuse" to be liamited to those convictions "involving a minor or ward" would
cxea~e an incansisfency among the treatment of different state-Law offenses.
While there is some Logic to this posztion, ~n~e do not thu-~k That this theory is more
seasonable Phan the assutnptzon That Congress would intend for courts to treat
prior sexual abuse convictions siz~nilarly, regardless of whether the conviction
was tinder federal or stafe Law. Lockhart`s interpretation is further undermined
when one compares the Language used to describe the universe of state sexual

conduct involving a minor," so fihat case fumed an the scope of the conduct prallibited
by the statute, not whether the convicfian musfi involve a minor. See id. at 256. This
Lulderstanding of Beardsley was confirmed in a recent decision of this Court, in which
we stated that "[w]e did not expressly identify in Beardsley that the three types of
predicate offenses are distinct, nor did we address whither the phrase 'involving a
minor or ward' modifies only `abusive sexual conduct' as other Courts of Appeals have
done." United States v. Bar~ke~~, 723 F.3d 315, 322(2d Cir. 2013)(per curiam). Thus, we are
not botu~d by Beards~ey`s suggestion that "involving a minor" modifies each term.
17
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abuse convictions in ~ 2252{b)(2) with the federal analogs in 18 U.S.C. ~~ 2241
(aggravated sexual abuse), 2242(sexual abuse}, and 2243(sexual abuse of a
m;,1or or ward). Under the federal statutory scheme, adult and minor victims are
included under the first two provisions, while ~ 2243 covers anly minors and
wards. Alfhough the language used uz ~ 2252{b)(2) is not identical to these
statufiory Titles, it nonetheless.suggests that Congress infiended to impart a similar
structure to sate-law predzca~e offenses for purposes of this sentencing
enhancement,and the pattern Lockhart perceives among other state-law offenses
does not necessarily apply here.
We furthermore note that the brief Iegislafiive history of this provision does
not alter our conclusion. See S. Rep. Igo. 144-358, 104th Cong., 1996 WL~ 506545, at
'~9 (1996)(staffing only that the penalties under ~~ 2252 and 2252A would provide
far a mandatory minimum sentence for "a repeat offender wzth a prior
conviction under chapter 109A or 110 of title 18, o~ under any State child abuse
law or law relaying to fhe production, receipf or distribution of child
pornography"). Likewise, resort to the rule of lenity is inappropriate where, as
here,"the s~aiutory texfi allows us to make fai more khan `a guess as to what

18
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Congress i~ltended."' DePierre v. Un2ted States, 131 S. Ct. 2225, 2237(2011}
(quoting Re~zo v. Koray, 515 U.S. 50,65 (1995)}.
Accordingly, because we conclude fihafi "involving a miner or ward"
modifies only "abusive sexual conduct" and not "sexual abuse" or "aggravated
sexual abuse," we find that fhe district courf correctly applzed ~ 2252(b)(2)'s
sentencing enhancement in Light of Lockhart's prior canviction for sexual abuse.

CONCLUSION
For the €oregoing reasons,fhe judgment and. sentence of the district court

19
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At a stated term of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
held at the Thurgood Marshall United States Courthouse,40 Foley Square,in the City
of New York, on the 16`h day of October, two thousand fourteen,
United States of America,
Appellee,
ORDER

v.

.Docket Na.: 13-602
Avondale Lockhart,
Defendant -Appellant.

Appellant Avondale Lockhart filed a petition for panel rehearing, or, in the alternative, fox
rehearing en ba~zc. The panel that deternuned the appeui has considered the request for panel
rehearing, and the active members of the Court leave considered the request for rehearing en bane.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the petition is denied.
F4R THE COURT:
Catherine O'Hagan Golfe, Clerk
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5

s~xLtal. conduct involving a minor; is th~k corr.eCk?

6
7
t3
9
1Q

MS. h~HALEN:

You

The ~r.iar conviction is not far sexual.

oanduct involvinc,~ a minor.
Anc! Z'm ruling that- the plain reeding of

THE COURT:

ttl~ s~atu~P r~egate~ that ~aar~icitla.L' posiC,ion.
was convicted a.n state roua:t,

11

MS. MEI,ENf~~2:

7.2

THE COt1R`I':

The defendant

WIi~n spas it, 2000 --

:f.999, Yaur. Honort

Ire X999, and the sit.uati.on was where h~

1.3

pxnn~cl down a former girl.~ri.end anal alt~mpfi~c~ ~o ~i.~ce his

Z9

penis in I~er vagina.

15

five y~~rs probation,

16

statute chat- speaks of a ~L~f~e cotzviction for. aggra~rat~r~

17

sexual_ a4~~use.

He was c:o~7v.icl.~d aP ttaat anc! rHce~.ver!
That fits within that pa t:1. of the

1~3

Secvn~~l.y, thci-e is an Eig~~Gl~a Rmc~t~ctru~:t~L- cl~irn.

19

MS. W}Ii1LLN :

20

`I'Fi~ COU12T:

Yes, tout' Honas~ ,
1~nci T will deny that because T think

21

that the statute cxeatect by Congress has a legitimaL~

22

purpr~se, and it's not unconstitutional..

23

Tha gu~.de~.ine rangy Sn this ~articula.r case is "t~ to
Thy maximum statute~cal.ls for 2.90 months, buC the

2A

97 months.

Z5

mandatory ~n.ina.mum, arhich is tric~gezed by the aggravated

ERED~RIC:K li. GUPRINO, C,S.R.
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7

sexual abtase after a eanvic~.ion, is ],20 nton~hs, whaclt is

7_

below the 29D tngr~ths.
.T think, thirdly, Ms. G~hal~n raises the issue af.

3
4

llniL•~d Stags v. D~rvee.

5

In Dorvice, the caur~ referred to ~ siuuaLion ~~rhere rha

6

enhancement created a situation F~here r.he sentence was

7

greaeer than the mandatory minimum.

8

is na exceeding the mandatary mina.mum, therefar~, I ha1c~ that

9

Doruee does teat apply.

This is a different lcettJ.s cif fish.

Tn this situation, there

10

A7~w, any other. abjecti.c~n, Ms, Wilalen?

11

MS, WHRLL~N;

12

'~i-iF CQURT:

1~

t~a~~r, do ~+ou ~yiee wi_~h the guicf~line

range?
MS, x~1HALEAI:

14
15

ranee as sUt forth.

16

TNI c,'OURT:

17

Na, Your Flonar.

Four }lonor., f object to ~l~e gua.dea.ine

T txnclersCanci Ll~~i: and .hat's on tl~e

rect~xd,
MS, WHALCN:

18

F3ut givr_t~ Ll~e court's analysis, I

19

understand t;liaG tha app3.icar~le guideline range caoulci be 120

20

mon~.hs.

21

22
23

`£HG COURT;

(1kay.

I~c~w I wiJ.l ask C~~. Lackhazl, do

you wish to say somet.hinc~?
7'HE DEFLtdDAN`I':

T just' taat~l. to say :C'm sq.ery .for

29

4rhat T dic.~.

25

from mp kidney kxansplanC anci Z bought a com~uLer, my first

3 dicln" t mean to hurt anyone,

[`E2GDf~RICK R. GU~t2TI~Q, C;..>.R.

T Baas recovering
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1

~o~~~puter, and 7 ended up an ane oaf those sites.

2

TFi~ GQURT:

3

MS. VdHA7~EN:

okay,

T'm carry.

t~is, t~rha.~en?

Youx Hanoi, I think that the ntand~tory

9

min.i.mum sentence af. l.1..0 n~~nths would b~ maze than sufficient

5

to achieve the

6

the n~edi.cal issues after ar X c~r~ address Gh~:m na:a, it the

7

Gotzrt wants

8

the Bureau of Przsons about ta}:ing care of I~r. I,oc;kh~rt's

9

medical cantti~ion.

10
11

CJOr315

of sene,~rtt•ing.

in ~ernts of surrentter, ~nci my canvers~~zan~ with

THE CO(JR`t":

t~kay,

MS, hfC'LGI~I~G2;

13

7'I{~ ~OCIRT;

19

M~. i~t~LEt~1C~EZ;

18
19
2Q

Yas, Your Manor?

I t7~ven`t nt~ssed ypu~ name up yet,
W~.11, t~cl~nically, your 1-lonax, it is

Crur Me,l.~nc#~z, but I answer ley Ms. Mi;lenc3~z as w~11.
TIME GQURT:

16
17

S ~ecea.v~d samethi,tig from the

gav~rnment in 4ti~hich --- at~d :nayb~ -- i~ S.k t~s, t~~.lenclez?

12

15

T would like to ~ridress

SVell, I messed iL up.

UJelrnme La the

c1uU,
Ms. Cruz Melenciex sent me a 1etLer.
you gat a copy of it.
MS, WHALEN.

I assume that

Z think i~. was da~ecY January 17th.
Yes, Your Honor.

And when ~~e were last

7z

be.~ore tl~e court on the 1.8th, I ask~cl For an apporturiii;y t,o

22

speak ca.ith the Buzeau of prisons about the issue of a lack of

2~

a c~zug railed ~yfartic ~,ahich ~rev~nts rejection of a

24

transplanCed kidney.

?..5

Harikat~ra`s telephone ~ZUrnber at rha Bureau ~f F~risons,

Sa Nfs. Cruz Melenc~ez pi~v.i.dec~ me ~7oyce

FRED~RTCK R. Gt)FRL1~10, C.S,R.
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1

Sullivan acfit.~aily wrote the l.erter thaE: is attached to tha

?..

govezriment's ~an~~ar.y 17th lel.- ter, but she is the rcgianal

3

dir~ctax, and Ms, Hora.kata~ i.s above 1~er in berms of the

9

~~.ireau of Prisons.

5

So ~ahen t Lalk~d to Ms. Horikac~r~, I was talking to

6

hex a}aout w)zsther. ar not we can ha~re an ex4~min~tian, k~ecause

7

the doctor a.n the B~~.rea~t of Prisons has ~a actually prescribe

8

the drugs i'nr Mr, Lackh~rt.

9

way we could arrange Lor him to appear at the prison, lauC riot

Sc~ I was asking if them was a

10

act~.i~~~.y Ias clesigtlated until tY~ey got his medicai~ion.

11

M.~, !-~orikawa said is L}~at She said that once sae receive

12

nat~if:i.cat.ion a~ M.r.. t.,c~c~khar.t:'s designation - and T think

X3

everybody ag~:e~s that h~. should sal[-su~:ren<ler - she told nze

z~

that haseri on ~~is records, }~e ~h~.i.I.l rye <:i~signated ~o what. is

z:

called a Category r•ai~ T.,~vc:l Thr~~ Bureau of Pzisons in Berms

16

of mecl,icine ,

17

THE COURT':

18

MS, i~ftAL~N;

What

Is that Butner?
Either could lie Butnor.

T think it

19

could be llevins,

20

cc~upl~ of them rjai.iana~id~.

21

noi:a.~ieci cif the acL~tal designaCion, we should then ~orvrarc! a

22

corf~plete seL of my c,Li~nl's m~dica.l records ~.o her.

23

c~tould i:hen sent{ them to the reg~Un~l clirec~o~,

24
25

Z CYiink if: cau.l.d be Minn~soea,

Thexe are a

She said l,ha~ once Sde k~ere

Sloe

She also said t[iat c~iveri the Cast tYiat some of his
tt~ec(ication spas nit on ~ormtilar.y, t}~a~y sec~uld allow liim to
IREDERICK R. Gt1GKSN0, C.;3.R,
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!

bring a seven--day supply of medication.

2

now had ~ 36—hour ~urnaraund for_ not~~farmulary medication,

3

but a seven—day $upp].y would corer h.im in case ti~eie were any

9

cfe~.~ys.

5

the contact number of_ his treati~~c~ physician to get

6

add.i.tianal infarmatian.

7
$
~
10
11

She said that they

Then w~; would also prov~,de them caith the name and

She suggested a Monday, nit this Monday, i~ut S.n the
future a Monday surrender dale.
THE GCIURT;

Ism going to a],1aw hzm to surxendez:, and

~.t wi17. prot~ala].y be a rai~pl.e t~f mont;hs.
M:>, WHAL,~N;

CJkay.

I think my und~rstandirtg is

I?

c~es,i,gnata.ans ar.e usually t~-~king llke ~nc~ Lo k.wo months.

1.3

since tae have to gi.v~ Lh~m lh~ ~cic~iL- ?.r>t7al n~~r~ir,;al. xe~.;or.<is, I

19

wnulci ask --- we ` 7.1 h~v~ ~veryChi~~g a~aact~~ to go as soc~rl as the

15

ctesic~nation is macic,

].~

lhen ~tQ ca~7 l~av~ Lwo t~reeks a~ter~~ards?

1?

MS, BI:,T`I'S:

~1nd

So mayua like two and a half months and

Tha PrQbatlOn Departrneilt w=ould lake kp

1~

stat-c are'v~ 11ad an ongoing p~~ablam in this district. and oE,he~

19

f~ci~ral courts of suicides ~~ter sQn~enciric~, buC before

2d

designat~iori tar sex aftenders.

21

pat,~~r ~o exped.i.te all the documenl.s acid tta~ judgme.nt anc3

22

~verytt~ing sent to the Hureau a~ Pr3.sotys afSicial des3gnatadn

23

A51~P, and than designation ~ottld be a.~ bri~T as ~ao$sibl~

29

l~e~.~use o~ problems vt~:Ch depression at"id suic.L~~ ~ntentia3.

25

M:3. WHAL~i~:

4~e' 11 do everything ii1 our

M~', Lochhz~rt; is z.i~ i:ounsei,iny anc~i he's

I'REDERTGK 12. GUERTNn, C.5.R.

QEEIGIAL COUR`I' k~FPC~RT~R
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He lives with another

1

under e:Lectronie monitoring,

2

individual, so he's not someone who has extended periods an

3

}pis own.

~

health, acidressxng this issue.

5

It`s just that if we can set it out for a man~h.

lie's been i« counseling, both religions and mental

I will set it ouT ~c~r at least twcs

TNT CQUR'I':

6

Sp an exp~ciited date is fine,

7

months, ar~d I ~aoi.tic! ~ugg~st that }you work faith Isis. C~~uz

8

Mea,~nc~~z and Ms. 43etks, end we can work sam~t,hing out.

g

MS. t~HALEN:
THE G4URT;

~,Q

Okay.
Y agree that i xhink the mandatary

].1

ma.ni.tnum i.s s«f~ica~nt, after conszci~rang the factors in

12

3553(a~,

13

L~~ ~tttarney General or his duly authorizc:c~ t:e~r~sentativ~

1~

toy: a pe~:i~d of 1?.Q rnantl}s.

5a I will sentence the defendant to i:h~ cus~pdy at

$10Q s~ecia7. assessment,

15

That is the superva.,sec2 re1.~a.sU?

16

NJS. ~~TTS:

17

luny amount a~ years to 1a..fe.

Nie had

x~c~o~nmended t~~n .
Tin years .~up~r~~is~d re~.~as~.

I$

TEiE COUR'P:

lg

I'm also going Go recommend mental h~~~lt_l~ and

2U

l:reatmer,t for tl~e de.Eencirani: whale in khe custody of ~h~

21

Bureau of Prisons,

22

re].ar~~e, the C'rvbation Dcpartm~nt asks that I 9.ncl~ude irz ~h~

23

~1 & C ~ treal:m~nt. ~rt~gram Iar s~xu~l. disozders, end recommend

29

that the de,~enclat~ti p~rLici}~at:e in eh~ paLygraph exan~a.nation

25

to olatain in~o.rntat-iUn necessary for risk management anti

And as a candati.on of his su~e~vzsed

FREDERICK R. UUGRTNC~, C,S.R.
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1

cor.~eGtional trear.mertt.
The defendant will nod assar,~ate wiCh any childr~rt

2
3

under 18, unless a responsible adult is present anti he has

9

p~-iar approval from the Probation ~ep~rtment.

5

The clefenciant mt:st r.egistex as a sex offender

6

IBS, MFI,FNi~~7;

Your. Hanoi, the gaver.~nment asks t)~at

7

as ~ar~ of tale de~er7dant's s~ntenee, the eaurfi pronounce the

8

forfeiture of parti~i~laz items that contaarr rhilcE

9

~ca~nagraphy, being a Heialett Pack~rc3 t~-6(} laptop computer,

10

and Tosl~ik~a 5Q0 g~.gabyLe ext~err~al haxd c~s-i~re that were seized

11

from L-i~~ deEenda~it

12

THE' COURT:

13

MS, WH1~T_~Ei~1:

1~

Any o~~jection?
W~ consent:~c! to the sea.zure oL those

items ar the foxfeit,ure of those items
Oitay,

They twill 17e Lorfeitcct.

15

THG COURT:

16

Da I have to sign an ~rdar?

17

MS. MTI~E;1~lD~Z:

Yes, y~au~ Ncanor,

1E3

~aa5 prgvided, but. Y have a copy he~:e.

I9

he ai:Cacheci to the .7 & G,
TfiE COURT':

20
2l.

I be.i.iev~ att order

We ask Lha~: t;}~~ order

6dha~ t~re can do is Cc~ -- today's tEie 1sC,

right'?
Yes, YouL' tioY"lor.

22

MS, tfi~LENULZ:

~3

MS. BF~`TS:

Yes,

24

'THE COi1R'T:

Wliai~ w~ wan t~ic~ i.s make a copy of. i.t~~.s,

25

Ana, anti give a ropy to Ms. Whalen and to t~9s, Cruz P~ielendez,

FREllE~R]:C;K K. GU~;RIIVO, C;, S . R.
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1

and then attach a copy tc~ the ,! & C,

2

Are there any open counts?

3

MS, MELENUEZ;

9

Yes, Ynur Honor, and fire gavernment

wou7.c3 move to ctisma.ss Chase counts ,

5

THE rOC7RT;

Their wi11 be da.smissec~.

6

MS. BETTS:

The Probation pe~~a~:~mer~t waulcl want to

7

inqu%re with the court i.f the court Mould consider a ~~eci.al.

8

cond.i.~ion ~:h~t the rlefendant not use a com~ut~r int~,~nat

9

ca}~able cie~j~.ce to accas5 poxnogra~i~y c~P any kited.

"T'he

1Q

cie~~nita.an n~ parnogr.~p}~y being cl~~innd i.n Title 1. f3 United

~1

States Co~:ie, S~ckian 2256(?), aracl :yhaa J. ~ooper.aC~ with the

17

Prok~~,t.ic:~n Department ~r.~n~~~uter and Tntc rne~ Mc~ni.toring Program

13

to remotely access any coin1~ut'er devi~.e.

24

THE COURT:

Asa cnnctitio~~ of supervised ~eleasc?

15

MS. I3~`I"IS:

Correct.

I6

THE COURT.

I will m€~ke thai: xecoi~~~ei~dat.ion anc( put

~.7

it .in Lhe J S: C.
MS. G~1HnL~iV :

18

Your Hc~nnr, I Izav~n' t clone the researc~i

19

with respect t~o the regular ~ar~rr~oyxapr~y, wh~th~r ~r neat

20

that`s a constii:utional condiLian.

2:L
22

'PHG COt3R`I':
~7oznoc~xapl~y.

25

Tt didn't say regular pa~:nography.

MS. E~ETTS;

Tt was incluci.inq regular ~ornogzaphy of

'Pt3L COURT:

~Sut constitul.ionally he ran see regulai

2:i
29

I tl~?nk t}~e ~econutlendation .i.s far child

any kind.

i"t2~QERTCfC R, Gt3ERIN0, C.S.R.
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~.

pornography, can't he?
It's apposed Co Lrealm~nC pl~ar~s .[car scx

2

MS. BETTS:

3

offender treatment.

9

for sex o~~encier, menial hea~.~h treatment.

5

St c~o~sn't sup~orC Lhe txeatntent ~iatis

MS, WH1~~N;

zf that's a c~n~itian n€ the menial

6

E~sal~h ~zeatm~nt~ maybe we can make it --- it the mental.

7

he~ltt~ treatment plan req~rires na pornogiaphy, then that

S

cou3.d be a candita_or~ of his su~ervisian, because that vrnuld

9

ba the rond~.~i.on of ~h~ mental health treatment?

10

MS. B~,TTS:

Th~i~'s feasible, yes.

11

Tt-i~' CC?Ut~"t';

t~~ill yo~.a draft some lanquaga, you and

I?

Ms, t~dha1.e17, and give i.t la Rna sa t.ha1: she can inr;~.ude it in

13

the

19

J & C?

15

MS , SETTS:

I'c~s

16

~S. t~?HI~LEN:

17

THE ~0tJ12'I`t

So the star render ciat~ t~tou.td be7
Find you wi11 b~ in touGi~ with the

1B

c~ovexnm~nt, whin I say the government, I m~~~n Mss Cruz

1~3

- ion.
Melenct~z, ti,~ith the pz:os~cutor, and ~~ronal.

2p
21

MS, WI~iAI~EN;

T~s ulnll as Ms. lforikaw~~ in the; Eiure+au

u~ Pz:a,son,~.

22

`i'ri~ GQURfi;

23

THE CbUEtT CL~IY~:

2~

believe it`s croon.

25

it15L.i.tut;iGrt?

dkay.
Ap~~i1 1sC ~urr~nder date by I

A~~d i4.`s going to lie surr~t~c{at: to fhe

kRLU~RTCK R, GUGRINO, ~.S,R.
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1
2

MS. WHRLGN:

~t wi11 be surrenc3~r ~a the

institution.

3

THE COURT;

9

N1S, t~lEI~END~Z,

O~Cay.

Any open cpunts?

?fat any mor.P, your Honor,

5

government moved to c~ismi.ss t}7e c:uunts,

~

ordered that they lie dismissed,

7

T!-~E CQUR7':

8

M8, M~T~'NbEz;

9

MS, GaHALEt~:

~.O

pk~xy,

TiYe

I 1~e3.i.ev~ your. Hanar

H~v~ a gbbd riay.

7'henk your Jt~dq~,

Thank you.

{TtlG' SE:Y1~012ClYlCJ 7 S GOIIC~ tiCIG't~., }

~~

12
13
lA
1S
1.6
17
18
19
GQ

L .L

L

23
24

z~
FR~f~~1~zGK ~2. GU~RINO, ~.S. Fi.
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}

CaseNumb~r; 19-CR-C}231-SJ

~
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}

USM Number: 7 979-0353
Nfildrec~ Whalen, one Pierrepont Plz, Bklyn NY 11201
Defendants Attorney

~

~°

M

~~

~.~~:

pleaded guilty to count s)

twa of atwo-cvun4 indictmenf.

❑ pleaded nalo cont~ndere to caunt(s)
which was accepted by the court.
p was found guilty on counts)
after a plea of not guilty.

.....The Caurt accepts the plea #aken before Mag'sstra4e Judge Go on 31612012.

The defendant is adj~a~#icated guilty ofthese offenses:
'~"itte ~c ectian

18USC2252{a~{4}and

Nature o~C?ff`e~se

tfense End~i

Possession of child pornography

Caunt

7/13!2011

2

{b~{2)

The defendant is sentenced as provided in pages 2 through
Ehe Sentencir►g Refomt Act of 19$4.

~

of tAis,judgment. 'Fhe sentence is impaled pursuant t~

D The defendant has been faund nest guilty on count{s)
Counts}

sli open _

[] is

are dismissed rtn the motion ofthe C3nited States.

It is ordered that khe defendant mast notify the 4JnitedStafes aftomey for this district within 30 da~s ofany change of nat ,residence,
or mailin address until aEI fines, restitution, casts, and specs!assessments impaled by this jud~rt~nt are fully paid. I~rdered to pay restitution,
the defen ant muse notify the courk and LTnrted States attorney of material changes in economic cixcun~stances,
2!11201~
Date of Gnposition of Judgmonf

-

~--

Is/(SJ)
3ignatu

.._ _

£Judge

~~RLING J+QHhISOIV~ JR.,
Name oF'Judge

u

U.B.b.J.
Tide ofJudge

a *•

_._
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(Rev. 04lI i)lodgment is Crinr,ina! Case
Streef 2— tmprisonntent
Judgment —Page

2

of

DBFEN7~ANT; AVONDALE LC7CKHART
CA5E ?~t7 ER: 11-C-02~9-SJ

T'he defendant is hereby cammit~ed to the cuseacly ofthe United States Bureau ofPrisons to be imprisoned far a
total teem af•
tJne hundred iwerrt~r(120) months.

T`he court snakes the following ~ecammendatians to the bureau of Prisons:
Designation fo a Care Levet 111 medlcai faalify class t~ the state of ~iorida. aefiendan# is aCsc~ to receive mental hea6th
treatment and treatm~n# for sexual disorders.

~ The defendant is remanded tia ttie custody oftheUnited States Marsha[.
O The defendant shall surrender to the United States Marshal for this district:

t~ at

D a.m.

❑ g.m.

on

❑ as notified by the united SG~tes Marshal.
~'he defendant shalt surrender for service o~sentence at the institution designated by the bureau ofPrisons:
before Z p.m. on

4i1f2Q~3

❑ as notified by t ie United StaEes Marsha3.
C.~ as notified by the Faobation ar Pretrial Services Office.

s

r

i have executed this judgment as follows:

tcs

defendant delivered on
a

__ ___

, with a certified capy of khis judgment.

UNITED STATES IvfARSHAL

~y
LIEPUTY UNITED STATES MARSHAL^

7
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FaEF~NDANT: AV(JNDALE LOCKHAR7~

3 _ of —. ~

SASE NUMBER: ~ 7-CR-0231-SJ
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1

r.

~ R

CTpan release from i~nprisonmenY, the defendant shall be on supervised release for a term of

Ten {10) years.
'I~ie defendant must report to the probation ofiFice in the distric~a which the defendant is released within 72 hours of release~rom ehe
custocfiy ofthe Bureau ofPrisons.
7'he defendant shall not commit another federal, state or Iacal crime.
The defendant shall not unlawfully possess a controlled substance. The defendant shall refrain from any unPawfial use ofa contratied
substance. 'I`he defendant shall submit to one c1na~ test within ]5 days ofrelease from irs►prisonment and at lean two periodic drag tests
thereafter, as determined by the court.
❑

The abpve drug testing condition is suspended, based on the caurY's determination ehat the defendant posas a low risk of
future subsCance abuse... (Check fappticabte.)
The defendant shall not possess a firearm, ammunition, destructive device, ar any other ctatigerous weapon. (c~~k, fappticabte.~

D

The defendant shall cooperate in the corl~ction of DNA as directed by the proba~ian affcer, (c1~ck, fappllcable.)

~ d
as di eled f}}~ ~18 ~P068fO~Yt O~CCf3 fI1C 15ureauofPrions,ar and
y state shegaffender
works,is a student, or was convicted ofa qualifying offense. {Cher&, ;lc~plicub[e~
1~

i~'aton agencyCui4whch h~ or she e'sides,q'
}

The defendant shalt participate in an approved p~ogr~m far domestic violence, {Check, faF~trcabie.,J

If thisjudgment fmposes a fm~ or restitution, it is a can~tition ofsupervised release that the defendant pay in accordance with the
Schedule ofPayments sheet ofthis judgrrt~nt.
T'he defendant must comply wiCh the standard conditions that tiara been adopted by this court as well as with any additionalanditions
on the attached page.

i) the defend~r►t shall not Peave thejudicial district without Yne permission ofthe court or prpbation a~cer;
2) the defendant shall report to the probation offacer in a manner and frequency directed by the court trr probation officer;
3) ehs defendant s4aa11 answer truthfully a1I ipquiries by the probaCion officer and follt~w Che instructions of tf~e probation offiicer;
4) the defendant shall suppt~rt his or her dependents and meet other family respernsibitities;
5} the defendant shall worl~ t'~gularly at a lawful occppation, unt~ss excused by the pro batian officer for schooling, training, n r o~2tes
acceptable reasons;
6} the defendant shall notiFy the probattan officer at least ten days prior to any change in residence or ernpioyment;
notification is not possible, then within forty eight hours after such change;
7} the defendant shall refrain from excessive use of alcohol and shall ttot puz~chase, possess, use, distribute, ar administer any
controlled substance or any paraphernalia related to any controlled substances, except as prescribed by a physician;
8} the defendatXt shall not frequent places where controlled substances are illegally sold, used, distributed, or administered;
9} the defendant shall not associate with anypersans enga~ed incticninal activity and shall nQt associate v~ith arty person converged of a
felony, unless grankerf permission to do so~by the pmbation officer;
tae defendant shall peeYnit a probation officer to vesit hirn crr her at any tiFne ~t home or elsewhere and sh~il permit con~scativn ofany
contz~bssad obseeved in plain view ofthe probation a#~cer;
]1) the:defendant shall nati#y the probation officer within seven~r-two hours ofbeing arrested or questioned by a law enfarc~rrent officer;
1t?)

12) the. def~ndartt shall not inter into any agreetn ent to act as an infarttter or a special agenE of a late enfarcern ent agenc}~ without the
p~rmiss~on.ofthe court; and
I3) as directed by the prabatian effacer, the defendant shall noti~rii~ird parties ofrisks that may be occasioned by the defend~r►t's ~rimin~l
record or ~eesana[ history or characteristics at~d sha11 perm it the probation officer to m eke sctch notifications and to confirm the
defendant s compi~ance wSth such notification t~t~uirement.

~: ~

Aozasa

t~~

l~t~~~~ ~

b~
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-the defendant,is nat to use a computer, Internet capably device, or simile eCectronic device to access pornography of any
kind white in sex a ~nd~r tr~stment, ur~Eess .permitted.,by the sex offender treatment ~r~ogram. The Perm "pornography"
shall i~~'~c~~ images or vid~o(s} of adults or minors engag~c~ in "sexually explicit conduct".as that term is tiefir~ed in Title
~$, Unif~~ Mates Code, Section 2256{2). The defend~f~f ~h~li also not use,a compukec, irrternet cap~bfe eievice ar similar
electronic ~e~ir~ to view..ima~~s of raked children, `fha ~~f~r~d~nt shall not use hislher computer to ~~ie~v.pam~~graphy or
irnag~~ ~f naked children stored c~~~ related computer m~die,such as CD's.or QVO's, and shall not communic~~~ via hislher
cc~m~ut~r 4~itti any individual cae gro~~a who promotes t1~~ sexual,~t~u~e of children. This condition is recQmm~naied due to
the ~nnduct carr7~~rising the instant c~i~ense, Ana the fy~e cif trefatment in which the defendant wiV! fie engaged during his
term of sup~t~vis~ci r~fease. ~pe~i~~mlEy, while,parCicip~ting ,in Sex oS~en~er specific me~7fat heaifl~ treatment, viewing
pomragraphy~ ~f any kind, in~lucii~~ i7~fc~~ chilc~r~n, c.~~~ ~~ detr~ia°n~nfal fo ~r7d ~nden~ir~e f~r~ ci~~~ctives c'f treatment.
c~c~ecver, sh~u►d ~e~; ~fferi~~r ~~a~ui~rc n~~nt~l health tr~~tment be ~airec~ with th~r~~a~;uti~ pralygr~aph ex~minatic~ns.
viewing p~rr~a~r~ph}r o~ ~~y kif5d, in~i~c#irrg~ irr~~g~s c~~ r~~k~d chlc~e~s~, Gin int~rfe►~ v~ith the t~sYir~~ abjeetG~es, e~lGiting
int~€~G~~sive test r~~ult~, main und~rr~isiir~g r~f~abdl{t~tiar~ ~rrd fr~~f~~ret7t, v~~ici~ ire fun~~r~~nfal ~a~l~ of sentencing and
su~~~vist~~ r~Ee~s~. "~~r~f~~fare, tn+tcle ire six ~1S~~n~er merrt~( I~~altfi~ tr~~fr~~e~~t, i~ EY is ~ ecre~diiicri~ e~i Yr~atrnc~n~ that the
d~f~r~d~nt r7~fi viaw adult pc~encag~~pfY~r, i-~., itri~g~~ c~~• vi~~a(~,) of ~d~~t~ ~n~~~~~ i~ °~~~~~1~}r explicit c~~du~t~ as that term
is defin~a~ ir} l-itl~ ~~, United ~f~t~s ~.a~e, Sect~ar~ ~256(~} orn~k~c~ children, Ef the defendan4 views.such pornography or
ien~~~s of n~kea el~ril~~~~n it v~~ilE b~ c~arrsidered a viola~~r~ of tie cc+nt~itians of his sex offender mental health treatment and
h€s s~~ruised e~i~~s~. 1"6~~ vi~~rit~g cif gild pomagrapt~y ~t a~►y time during supervised release wild be considered a
viol&tiQr~ ~f ~up~r~+iced e~Gl~~~~ ~s met{ as a violation of law..
- the ~+~~~n~~~t sf~~ff ~i~e ~e~operate w}fh the U,S. Probation Departrrient's ~orr~puter and lntem~t Monitc~r~r~~ program.
Coop~rafic~n ~f7~ll incl~s~ c, b~.tt not be limi4~ tc~, identif~ring computeC systems, Internet capable cev~ces, ~~~dlor $imiEar
electre~~7ic ~acvi~:.~~ the cfa~~3r~tfant has acc~:~s tt~, end ~Ilovring tfte in5tal{at[an.o~f monitoring st~ft~~ar€~fF►~r~t~f~re do said
~evit~s, ~f fh~ cf~F~n~at~l"s ~~ense. The defendant shalE inform ~(I parties that access a mt~nitor~c! Compute, tir sirttiler
electrc~ni~ ~~ti~ic~, that the device is subject to search and monitoring. The defendant may be limited to possessing only
one pg~c~~~~l 6~-~i~~m~t capable device,ko facilitate our department's ability to efFective{y cnc~nitor hislher Internet rotated
ac~iviti~s. T"t~~ c~ef~rtdant shall also perrr~it random examinations pf said computer systems, 8nternet capaple devices,
similar ~lect~•of~ie devices, and related computer rr►edia, suer ~s GD's, under hisfhar cant~ol.
~e#en~~nt s€gall participate irk ~ ,mental health #reafinec►t program,:which may include par~icip~fian in a ~r~atrnent program
far ~exc~a! di~ord~rs, as approved by the Prr~ba~ian t~epartment. The defendant shalt cpntribute fio the cosfi of such services
rerrcfered a.~7d/car any psyc~otrvpic medications prestcribed to the d ree h~ is reasonably able, and shall cooperate in
securing ~n~ ~p~l cake:#hrrd-party payment. "the defendant steal! disclose aSl finanaa! information and documents to the
rob~ti~n l~~par~ment ~o ~~~e~~ his ability to pay. As,part of tie #r~~tmsnt pragr~m for sexual disorders, the defendant
shall ~,~rri~i~ati~,ir~ a po~Y9F~~Rh ex~minatian{s} tcs obtain nfarma4ion ne~esSary fior risk martagem~nt and ~orr~atinnai
ttB$~Ff1~t1T.

C7ef~n~~nt steal( not associate wifh any child{ren} under the age of i8, unless a responsible adult is present and he has
prior ~~~eovaE from the Ptobafion D~partmertt,
Defend~r~~ shall comply with the sex ofFsnd~r registration requirements mandated b~ law.
1'he defendant shat! sub. mit his,person, r~sidenCe, place of business, vehicle, mr any nth~r pr~rrtises under his control to a
search ~r~ tt~e laasis that the prab~tian a~cer has reasonable beii~f that contraband or evidence of a violation cif the
canditio~s a~ttas relea~~ may be ~taund, the search must at~n be ccrnducfed in a reasonabCe manner and at a reasonable
time; f~il~ra to submit to a search may be grounds fir revoc~tic~n; the defendant shall inform any other residents that the
pr~rr~ sus may be subject to search pursuant to this condition.
{f departed,the.defendant may nod re-eater the United Sta#es illegally.
Thy defendant shall riot possess a firearm; amrnunitlan, ar destrtactive device.

aozas~

t~

~~J~.~~~
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❑ The determinatiott of restitueion is deferred anti[
af~cr such determination.

~
Att Amended Judgmerst in a

CYiminal Case (A0245C')wilC be entCped

❑ The defendaxtt must make restitution (including community resfstution) to the following payees in the amount listed

below.

Ifthe defendant makes a partixt payment, each payee shall recei~•e an appronitn~tely proportioned ayment, unless specified otherwise
in
the priority order or percentage payment column below. However, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 36b4{~j,
all nonfederal victims must be laid
before the United States is paid.
Name of Payee

~`ota~ Loss*

t ►*

0

Ric'ulio~a C~rdec°ed

~.

,~'ori or Percet~ta,~e

+1 t

p

Restitution amount ordered pursuant to plea agreement ~

❑

The defendant must pay interest on restitution and a fine afrpore than ~2,54U, unless the restSt~ation ar fns is paid an full before the
fif~ee~ath day after the date of the judgment, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 36i 2(f~. All ofthe payment options on Sheet 6 may be subject
to penalties for delinquency and default, pursuant to 18 U.Q.C. § 3612{g}.

❑

The court determined that the defendant does not have the abiliiy to pay interest and i~ is ordered that:
p the interest requirement is waived fiar the
D the interest requirement for the

~) ;Fine

❑ fine

❑ restitution.

Q restitution is modified as ~'altows:

* ~`indings fnr tits total att~unt of losses ~'e reqaired under Cha~bers 109A, 110, 11(?A, nand I f3A of TitEe 1S fonffenses committed on or after
September 13, 1994, but b~efvre Aprit 23, 1996,

~..

Aaz~ss

cue

~~

~$~6~~.c
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Having assessed ~h~ defendant's ability to pay, payment ofthe total crimirsal monetary penalties is due as follows:
A

Lump sum payment of$
❑

not Inter than
in accordance

1~~•~4

❑ C,

due immediately, balance due

~7 D,

❑

,or
E,or

[~ Payment to beg[n itt~mediately (niay be ccambined with

Q F beiaw; or
Q C,

~ T3, or

❑ F below}; or

~

❑ Payment in equal
(e.g., weekly, monrhly, quartsrly> installments of $
aver a period of
_
(e.g., monehs or years), to commence
(e.g.. 30 or 6~ days) after the date oP this judgment; or

1D

~ Payment in equal
(e.g„ weekly, monthly, quarterly) instaltmcnts of $
over a period of
fe•g.. months or yearsl, Co commence
(e.g., 30 or SQ days) af~eT~ release frorti imprisonmenk to a
term ofsupervision; Qr

E

❑ Payment during the term ofsu~rervisec~ release will commence within
(e.g.. 3'0 or 6~ days) a$er release from
imprisonment. The court wilt set the ~Sayment plan based on an assessment ofthe defendant's ~tSllfly CE} PSG flt ~F12,k t1IY►e; QF

F

(~ Special instructions regarding the payment ofcrizninat monetary penalties:

Unless ehe ct~urt has expressly ordered otherrufse, ifthisjudgant imposes itz~prisDnment,pay~s~ent of criminal monetary penalties is due d~rittg
imprisonment. All Grim irtat monet
penaleies,except those payments made through the ~eder~! fiureau ofPrisons' Inm ate Financial
Responsibility Program,are made ta~ie clerk of the court.
The defendant shalt reeeive,eredit far all payments previously made toward ally eriminaf monetary penalties imposed.

Joint and Several
Defendant and Co-Defendant Names end Cass Numbers {inctud~ng defendant number),'Total Amount,Joint and Several Amcsunt,
ar~d cc~rrespanding payee, sf appropriate.

❑

The defendant shall pay the cost of prosecution.

❑

The defendane shalt pay the ~~tiawi~g court costs}:
`Ilse defendant shall forfeit the defendaraYs interest in the following property ~a the United States:
(a} ~ Hewi~tf Packard g~ii~ laptop computer.' end (b)a Toshiba 500 G~ ex#~m~l hard ririve.

Payments shall be applied in the following order:(1}assessment,{2} restitution principal,(3)res~itutian interest,(4} fine principal,
(5)fine interesk,(6} community restitution,(7} penalties, and {8) costs, including cosy of prosecution and court casts.

Aozass
`~ ~

~~,~~~~u~~r~C~~~~
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vrt~°rEza sTAT~s ~zsTRzcT cou~.T
EASTPRN DISTRICT ~F NEW YORK
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x
UNITED STP,.T~S QF AP'l.ER~CA,

F'INAL~ ORDER pF FQRFEITUR~

-againstCR,-1I-231 {SJ)

AVQNDAI,E LUCKHART,
Defendant.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X
WH~'r~ '~'.~ r

~Il

i~r

t'~..i.l~~t

Ntarch

~r

~ Q ~.w~ t

~.~.~

~G ~ ~Ia.C~~,I1~. ~

AVQNDALE LQ~KHART, entered a plea of guilty to Count
Two of an
Indzctment charging a viala~ion of 28 U.S.C. ~ 2252(a){~)(B};
and
WHEREAS, the defendant consented to the forfeiture of all
his right, title and in~e~est i.r7.the following i~~ms~ {a} ~ Hewlett
Packard g60 lapGrap compu~.erf and (b) a Toshiba X40 GB external hard
drive,

seized

from

the

defend~n~

fthe

t`Forfeited

Property„},

pursuant t~o 18 U.S.C. § 22a3, as property that constitutes (a? ~~y
visual d.epictiran described ix~ I.8

U.S<C. ~~

X251,

2252A, 2252,

225~A, ~252B or ~,~60, and any book, m~gazin.e, perir~dical, fiZrn,
vid~c~tape,

ar

Other

matter

wha.ch

Con~ain.s

any

such

visual

depiction, which was produced, transported, mailed, ,hipped and
received in violation og the offenses charged; t~} any property,
real and persanal r constituting or traceable to gross profits and
other

proceeds

obtained

from

such

a~f~nses;

and/or

(c)

any

property, real and personal f used ter intended tQ be used to cc~mmi~
or to promotes the co~tmissian of said offenses ar property tradable

•+ ~. ~'

~~
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to such praper~y, as well as alI substit
ute assets, pursuant to 18
U,S.C. ~ 2253 and 21 U.S.C, ~ 853~p);
WHERE~18, an or abt~u~ March 2~., 2012, 'phis Court
entered
a Preliminary Order of Forfeiture, pursuan tc~
t
l8 U.S .C. ~ 2253 and
2~. U.S.C. § 853{p), requiring the defendant to
forfeit alZ his

right, ~it1e and interest in the Forfeited Property;
WHEREAS, legal notice of forfeiture was published in this
district on. the official governmenC website, www.forf~i~.ureaov,
for at least thirty (303 ...consecutive days begirinang o~ 7~pril
7.7,
201,2 and ending 4n May 16, 2p12; and
WHEREAS, no ~.hird-pasty has Filed wi~.h the Court an~r
petition Qr claa,m in conn~c~~.ora with the Forfeited Property, an.c~
the time to do so under 2~. t~,S.~. ~ 853(n} (~) has expired;

on consent as follcaws
1.

Pursuant ~a ~'ed. FZ. Crim. P. 32.2 {~) {2), the

Preliminary Order of Forfeiture previously- entered by Chas Court zs

hereby made a Final Order of Forfeiture.
2.

All right,

title and interest in the Forfeited

Property i~ hereby ~or~eite~ to the United States pursuant ~0 18
~7.S.C. § 2253 end 21 LT. S.C. ~ 853(p3.

...

3 --
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3.

the United Stites Marsh~.l~ Service a~djor the

Unified Postal Tnvestzgatifln Service and its duly au~hori~~d agents
and contrac~Qrs are hereby directed to dz~pose of the Forfeited
Property ire accordance with all app3.ieable laws and rules.
4.

The United Stites District Ccaurt for the Eastern

District of New York shall. retain jurisdiction in this case for the
gu~pose of enforcing phis order.
5.

Pursuant to Fed. R. Cram. P. 32.2{b}(4}(a) and (c},

this Final order shall became final as to the de~enda~~ arc the dime
of sentencing and shall be made part of t ae cl~fendant ` s sentence
and inc7.uded in the judgment. of canvic~tion.
6.

The Clerk caf the Court is directed to send, by

inter-office mail, dour cex~i.~zed codes of this Final Order to the
C~ni~ed St~.tes Attorney° s Office, Eastern District of New Yarl~,
ATTN: Mari~.aa Arroyo, F~.I~. Parazegal, 271 Cadman Plaza Easy., 7tn
Floor, Brooklyn.f New Yank 11201.
Dated: ~3roaklyn, New Ytirk
-°~- ~ , 2013

So aRD~.EI~:

xo~ xis

s~rER~zra~ Ja~rsoN, J~.

UNI ED STATES DISTRICT JtJI7GE
~AST~RN DISTRACT OF NEW YORK

